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SUMMARY
Thesis statement: 3D-integration technology provides simultaneous perfor-
mance and power benefits to build high-performance microprocessors, while
keeping the worst-case temperature under control.
The main contribution of this dissertation is the demonstration of the impact of a new emerging
technology called 3D-integration technology on conventional high-performance microprocessors.
3D-integration technology stacks active devices in the vertical dimension in addition to the conven-
tional horizontal dimension. The additional degree of connectivity in the vertical dimension enables
circuit designers to replace long horizontal wires with short vertical interconnects, thus reducing
delay, power consumption, and area.
To adapt planar microarchitectures to 3D-integrated designs, we study several building blocks
that together comprise a substantial portion of a processor’s total transistor count. In particu-
lar, we focus our attention on three basic circuit classes: static random access memory (SRAM)
circuits (e.g., caches, register files), associative/CAM logic circuits (e.g., instruction schedulers,
load/store queues), and data processing circuits (e.g., adders, shifters, multipliers) in conventional
high-performance processors. We propose 2-die-stacked and 4-die-stacked 3D-integrated circuits
and demonstrate different designs to deal with the constraints of the conventional planar technology.
Based on the data and the insights gained from the 3D-integrated circuits, we propose high-
performance 3D-integrated microprocessors and evaluate the impact on performance, power, and
temperature. We propose 3D-integrated microprocessor designs based on the Alpha architecture
and demonstrate two different approaches to improve performance: clock speed (3D-integrated pro-
cessors with identical microarchitectural configurations as the corresponding planar processor run
at a higher clock frequency), and IPC (3D-integrated processors accommodate larger-sized modules
than the planar processors for the same frequency). These processors demonstrate the simultane-
ous benefits of the 3D-integration and highlight the power density and thermal issues related to the
xv
3D-integration technology.
Next, we propose 3D-integrated microprocessor designs based on the Intel Core microarchi-
tecture. We propose novel microarchitectural techniques based on significance partitioning and
data-width locality to effectively address the challenges of power density and temperature. We
demonstrate that our microarchitecture-level techniques can effectively control the power density
and temperature issues in the 3D-integrated processors.
The 3D-integrated processors provide a significant performance benefit over the planar proces-
sors while simultaneously reducing the total power. The simultaneous benefits in multiple objectives
make 3D-integration a highly desirable technology for use in building future microprocessors. One
of the key contributions of this dissertation is the temperature analysis that shows that the worst-case
temperatures on the 3D-integrated processors can be effectively controlled using microarchitecture-
level techniques. The 3D-integration technology may extend the applicability of Moore’s law for a
few more technology generations.
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Part I
“A beginning is the time for taking the most delicate care that the balances are correct.”




Relentless technology scaling has posed some new challenges to the semiconductor industry. Some
of the technology challenges in the modern era include poor scaling of interconnect delays [18, 122],
increasing power consumption [22, 138], and manufacturing challenges [64, 93, 150, 19]. The
semiconductor industry must overcome such challenges to keep pace with Moore’s law [102] and
industry projections [64, 129]. 3D-integration technology is a new technology that has the potential
to address many of the challenges facing the semiconductor industry. In a conventional planar (2D)
technology, floorplanning and layout constraints may force two connected circuits to be physically
separated, thus requiring global wires for communication. In a 3D organization, these circuits may
be stacked on top of each other, thus replacing long global wires with short vertical interconnects.
The 3D interconnects may be realized at different levels of the design hierarchy: at the package
level (3D system-on-a-package) [84], at the chip level (3D system-on-a-chip) [77], and at the circuit
level (3D integrated circuit or 3D IC) [37].
3D integration provides increased device density, reduced latency, and lower power [120, 109,
148, 113, 159, 110, 157, 112]. Each transistor can access a greater number of adjacent transis-
tors (due to vertical connectivity) leading to higher bandwidth [67]. The relative benefits of the
3D-integration technology will increase in future technology generations, making it a very attrac-
tive option for future designs. There has recently been a great deal of interest in 3D-integrated
circuits. Prior research includes studies on 3D-integrated caches [120, 109, 148, 95, 14], 3D-
integrated register files [111], 3D-integrated arithmetic units [95, 112, 154, 114], 3D-integrated
CAM circuits [110, 157], clocking schemes for 3D-integrated circuits [101], 3D-integrated pro-
cessors [13, 157, 90, 88, 115, 105, 72], 3D-integrated systems-on-a-chip [39, 118], 3D-integrated
FPGAs [86, 1, 85] and design automation tools for 3D-integrated designs [27, 32, 36, 45, 118, 157].
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The microprocessor industry is evaluating the 3D-integration technology for feasibility and ap-
plicability [13, 120, 15, 50, 51]. The embedded processor industry is already offering products
such as 3D-integrated SRAMs, 3D-integrated DRAMs, and 3D-integrated micro-controllers with
SRAMs [145, 125]. 3D-integration also enables heterogeneous technologies (CMOS, DRAM, ana-
log) to be integrated on different layers of a 3D stack, thus providing superior form-factors and
greater functionality [88, 72, 128].
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 1.2 describes some of the current chal-
lenges to the semiconductor industry and shows the potential of the 3D-integration technology in
addressing these challenges. Section 1.3 provides the background on the 3D-integration technology.
Section 1.4 sets up the scope of this dissertation and concludes the chapter.
1.2 Current Technology Challenges
1.2.1 Interconnect Delay
Interconnect delay has become a limiting factor in the integrated circuit performance. In keeping
with Moore’s law, (1) the transistor sizes decrease, and (2) the transistor switching speeds increase
with successive technology scaling generations. The reduced size of the transistor enables higher
integration density by providing more transistors in the same area as previous technology gener-
ations. The increased switching speed of the transistor enables a higher frequency of operation.
The improved integration density and the increased speed together enable higher functionality and
consequently higher overall performance of the integrated circuit.
To provide higher functionality, the transistors need to communicate through interconnects, thus
increasing the interconnect complexity. Interconnects are required to communicate the clock-, data-
and control-signals, and distribute power to the various transistors on an integrated circuit. Unfor-
tunately, the interconnect delays have not improved at the same rate as the transistor delays with
technology scaling [18, 122]. The performance improvement gained by transistor scaling may be
diminished by the negative effects of interconnect scaling.
Table 1 shows the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) projections
on delays for three classes of interconnects, namely, local, intermediate, and global interconnects.
The interconnect delays continuously increase with technology scaling. As we go from a 65 nm
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Table 1: 2006 ITRS projections of interconnect delays for a local interconnect (0.1 mm), inter-
mediate interconnect (1 mm), and global interconnect (10 mm)
Year of Production 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
Technology (nm) 80 70 65 57 50 45 40 36 32
Delay (ps) local interconnect 44.0 61.2 76.7 104.4 138.8 179.2 239.2 285.7 345.1
Delay (ps) intermediate interconnect 355 527 682 1039 1413 1825 2436 2784 3504
Delay (ps) global interconnect 1110 1650 2090 3160 4100 5230 6870 7870 9770
technology to a 32 nm technology, the delays increase by more than 4× for each of the local,
intermediate, and global interconnects. Thus, the performance of the planar integrated circuit is
increasingly limited not by the transistor delay, but rather by the interconnect delay [43, 119, 18,
122]. To ensure the highest performance possible out of the integrated circuit, we need to improve
both the resistance and the capacitance of the interconnect.
1.2.2 Power Consumption
Power consumption has become one of the biggest priorities for today’s integrated circuits. The
total power consumption determines the maximum reliable operating frequency, power-supply sizes,
and cooling requirements of the integrated circuit and hence plays a major role in determining its
overall performance and reliability. Power consumption depends not only on the technology/circuit
parameters (e.g., device sizes, circuit styles, oxide thicknesses) but also on the implementation (e.g.,
microarchitecture, frequency of operation) [38].
The total power consumption in a CMOS circuit consists of two parts: dynamic power consump-
tion Pdyn, and static power consumptionPstat. The CMOS integrated circuit dissipates dynamic
power when the circuit’s transistors switch from logic-low to logic-high and vice versa [117]. The
dynamic power depends on supply voltage, switching activity of transistors, load capacitance, and
frequency of operation. During high-to-low and low-to-high transitions, dynamic power is con-
sumed due to two current flows: (1) switching current flows to/from capacitive loads to charge (or
discharge) the loads, (2) short-circuit current flows on the low-impedance path from power supply
to ground. Dynamic power continues to increase due to the aggressive pursuing of performance
with increasing frequencies and increasing number of transistors.
The CMOS integrated circuit dissipates static power due to leakage currents that flow even
while the circuit is inactive. Static power has become a critical issue that gets worse with every new
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technology generation [64, 123, 55]. Static power is dependent on supply voltage, threshold voltage,
and temperature. The reducing supply voltage due to technology scaling requires a corresponding
reduction in the threshold voltage. This decrease in the threshold voltage results in an exponential
increase in the leakage current. In addition to voltage, static power is dependent on temperature
and vice versa. Increasing static power increases the temperature of the integrated circuit, which in
turn increases the static power. This creates a leakage-temperature feedback loop that might lead to
thermal runaways and cause the circuit to fail in functionality.
1.2.3 Power Density
In addition to the total power, power density is a growing problem in which small, high-activity re-
sources consume a large amount of power, causing hotspots on the processor [157, 13, 113]. Power
dissipation can be unevenly distributed in modern microprocessors leading to hotspots with signif-
icantly greater temperatures than surrounding regions. Black et al. [13] report the hottest (88 ◦C)
and the coolest spot (59 ◦C) on a high-performance planar processor with a temperature differential
of 29 ◦C. High temperatures not only degree performance and reduce reliability but also increase
static power and can lead to catastrophic failure of circuits. Power density continues to increase with
technology generations as clock speeds, switching and leakage currents, and device counts push the
limits of cooling mechanisms. Higher temperatures and increasing power densities have brought
heat removal and power distribution to the forefront of the problems facing the semiconductor in-
dustry.
1.2.4 Manufacturing Process
Apart from the interconnect delay and the power concerns, maintaining the current rate of per-
formance improvement faces increasingly difficult challenges from a manufacturing perspective.
Current transistor sizes are already less than the wavelength of light used for photolithography. Ad-
vances in optics and shorter wavelength radiation may provide a few more doublings of transistor
density [12]. Process variations are becoming increasingly non-deterministic in current and future
technology generations. Process variations increase the variance of the circuit delays from their
expected (mean) delays, thereby reducing the yields of the integrated circuits [150, 19, 68]. Lithog-
raphy and etching processes cause variations in gate length (L). Chemical-mechanical-polishing
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(CMP) processes causes variations in interconnect width and height [93] leading to variations in the
interconnect resistance and capacitance. Random dopant fluctuations and poly line-edge-roughness
cause threshold voltage variations [152].
1.3 Three-dimensional Integration Technology
3D-integration technology [68, 67] greatly reduces the impact of interconnect delays by placing
the transistors in stacked layers and providing vertical connectivity. Two functional units con-
nected by a long global wire in a planar circuit can instead be vertically stacked and connected
in the third (vertical) dimension, thus drastically reducing the interconnect length. Wire-dominated
functional blocks can be stacked on top of themselves to reduce the effects of intra-block wiring.
3D-integration technology provides new ways to design the various processor blocks and even the
entire processor microarchitecture. Reducing the amount of interconnect also has a significant im-
pact on power consumption as interconnect power is already estimated to consume about one half
of a chip’s power [91]. 3D-integration technology provides an alternative means of increasing inte-
gration density.
1.3.1 State of the Art in 3D-Integration
This section describes the state of the art in the 3D-integration technology, and outlines the critical
parameters.
There are currently several proposed methods for vertically integrating multiple circuit layers
such as multi-layer buried structures (MLBS) [158, 69] and 3D bonding technologies (e.g., wafer-
to-wafer, die-to-wafer, and die-to-die bonding) [76, 104, 121]. Figure 1 shows a multi-layer buried
structures (MLBS) 3D design. In the MLBS 3D technology, multiple device layers are successively
(sequentially) fabricated in a stacked fashion. Layer-to-layer connections are made from either
inter-layer interconnects (vias) or from direct source-drain/source-drain contacts. The advantage
of the MLBS technology is that the 3D vias can potentially scale down with the transistor sizes
due to the use of local poly-silicon wires for connection. However, the MLBS technology requires
extensive changes to the existing manufacturing processes [157].
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Figure 1: A MLBS 3D IC with four device layers
MLBS technology [95]. The 3D bonding technology processes the integrated circuits with con-
ventional fabrication processes and provides vertical connectivity between the circuits on stacked
layers usingbondingtechniques [104, 121, 65, 76]. The bonding technology could be oxide-to-
oxide bonding [53], copper-to-copper bonding [13, 104, 121], and dielectric adhesive bonding [53].
In a 3D wafer-bonding technology proposed by Koyanagi et al. [76], a wafer is glued to a support-
ing material (handle wafer), thinned from the backside by mechanical grinding, and polished to a
thickness of a few microns. The thinned wafer is aligned and bonded to another wafer and the han-
dle wafer is removed from the thinned wafer. In another 3D wafer-bonding technology proposed
by Lu et al. [65], fully processed wafers (with multilevel on-chip interconnects) are aligned and
bonded with a dielectric glue, followed by top-wafer thinning and inter-wafer interconnection. The
wafer thinning involves mechanical grinding, chemical mechanical polishing, and wet etching. The
advantage of the wafer bonding process proposed by Lu et al. is that it does not require a supporting
wafer (handle wafer). Another 3D wafer bonding technology processes the wafers with conventional
planar fabrication processes and uses metal vias to bond the planar wafers vertically [13, 104, 121].
In wafer bonding technologies, the yield of the 3D integrated circuit is heavily influenced by
the yields of each of the wafers [75]. Thus, wafer-level integration is desirable when the yield
of each wafer is very high. 3D integration using die-to-wafer bonding or die-to-die bonding are
other promising technologies in which known good dies [73, 11] can be stacked, thus increasing
the overall yield. However, wafer-level stacking potentially provides a more cost-effective process
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Figure 2: A 2-die-stacked 3D integrated-circuit with (a) face-to-face, and (b) face-to-back
bonding topologies. (Figures not drawn to scale).
wafer-level stacking technology. We describe the details of the copper bonding 3D technology
in Section 1.3.2.
1.3.2 Copper Bonding 3D-Integration Topologies
1.3.2.1 Two Layer Stacks
Figure 2(a) shows a 3D-integrated circuit using a face-to-face (F2F) wafer-stacking technology with
copper metal bonding [13, 104, 121]. The bonding approach of Figure 2(a) involves depositing vias
on the top metal layers of each of the two wafers, aligning the two wafers, and bonding them
together. Under thermo-compression, the vias fuse together providing both the die-to-die intercon-
nects as well as a physical mechanism to hold the die together. After bonding, one wafer is thinned
with chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) down to∼10µm allowing low impedance backside vias
to be etched through, which provide input/output and power/ground connections.
Figure 2(b) shows a 3D-integrated circuit using a face-to-back (F2B) bonding topology. The
face-to-back bonding requires etching vias through the backside of the silicon (backside vias). The
backside vias are challenging to manufacture for two reasons. First, etching through the backsides
of the silicon will cause the cross-sectional area and the length of the backside vias to increase
(relative to the face-to-face via). Second, the backside vias must pass through the active region
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Figure 3: A 4-die-stacked 3D integrated circuit with (a) face-to-back , and (b) alternating
face-to-face bonding topologies (Figures not to scale).
topology may not be able to provide as dense of a via interface as the F2F bonding topology.
1.3.2.2 Stacks with More than Two Layers
The 3D-integration technology will likely extend beyond stacking two layers to continue scaling
performance and integration density. There are many organizations for integrating multiple layers
in a 3D stack using both face-to-face (F2F) and backside vias. The bonding process may be repeated
in combinations of face-to-face, face-to-back and back-to-back organizations.
Figure 3(a) shows a 4-die face-to-back (F2B) bonding topology. The advantage of the F2B
bonding topology is the uniformity and repeatability of the fabrication process since each additional
layer requires identical processing steps. Figure 3(b) shows a 4-die-stack that combines two F2F 2-
die stacks with a back-to-back (B2B) interface between the pairs of die. After stacking two die in a
face-to-face organization, coarser (less dense) die-to-die vias are required at the backside interface.
The alternating F2F topology shown in Figure 3(b) may be desirable because the microarchitects
and circuits designers can use the denser F2F vias at half of the die-to-die interfaces.
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1.3.3 Die-to-Die Vias
The die-to-die (d2d) vias are perhaps one of the most critical 3D design parameters. The trade-offs
between the different organizations have to do with the quality and pitch of the vias implementable
at the different interfaces, and whether the vias interrupt the device layer. The pitch and latency of
the d2d vias dictate the granularity at which a circuit can be partitioned across the different die.
The distance between the top metal layers on the adjacent die is very small [140, 121], and the
size of the d2d vias is of the same order as the top level metal [39]. The thinning of the die reduces
the distance that a d2d via must cross to connect the die. As mentioned earlier, the individual
die are thinned to∼10µm, and in a F2F organization the d2d vias only need to cross the distance
separating the two top metal layers. Depending on the technology, the d2d via height may be<5µm
to∼20µm [36]. A d2d via is much smaller than the planar interconnect it replaces, and thus reduces
both the resistance (R) and the capacitance (C). The signal propagation delay between the die is
drastically reduced due to the reduced interconnect RC characteristics of the d2d vias. The delay
to drive a signal through a d2d via from one die to another is less than one fan-out-of-four (FO4)
delay [109], which makes the cost of cross-die communication similar to a short length of traditional
metal. Note that the interface between the two d2d vias may present a disruption in the copper lattice
structure, thus potentially increasing contact resistance.
Current implementations of the 3D-integrated designs support d2d via sizes from∼3µ to
10µm [36]. The embedded industry has reported manufacturing d2d vias of size 2.4µm and expects
second-generation d2d vias of size 1.46µm [51]. As alignment technologies continue to improve,
via sizes smaller than 1µm may soon be practical. As a point of reference, a recent study on the
3D-integrated caches pointed out that a state of the art 6T SRAM cell takes up 0.7µm2 (in a 65nm
technology) [148] which provides a d2d via density on the order of two d2d vias for every three
SRAM cells [109]. IBM has announced d2d vias with a size of 0.2µm [82]. The backside vias
require etching through the bulk silicon substrate and as a result require larger structures in the
current technology. The embedded processor industry currently manufactures backside vias of size
6µm, and has reported that the next technology generation will provide backside vias<4µm [51].












Disrupted Silicon Cystal Lattice
(c)
Figure 4: (a) Placement of F2F vias may not affect transistor placement. (b) Placement of
backside vias interrupt transistor placement. (c) Backside vias may disrupt the crystal struc-
ture of the device layer degrading performance.
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not require the vias to disrupt the active device layer. Figure 4(a) shows how the d2d vias can be
built above the top-level metal so that they do not directly affect the floorplanning of the underlying
logic. On the other hand, Figure 4(b) shows te bakside vias passing through the device layer which
implies that space must be explicitly allocated for these vias. Etching the vias may also disrupt the
local crystal structure of the silicon substrate as shown in Figure 4(c). This in turn may degrade
the performance of transistors that are adjacent to the backside vias. To guard against this effect,
one could consider the performance degradation of the transistors around these backside vias and
limit the usage of such transistors to only non-critical path circuits, or define a “keep-out” region
and avoid placing the transistors in that region. Note that Morrow et al. [103] have tested individual
transistors in the thinned silicon of bonded wafers and have demonstrated both n- and p-channel
transistors to preserve their electrical characteristics after bonding, thinning, and etching backside
vias.
1.3.4 Benefits of 3D-Integration
The 3D-integration reduces interconnect delays because of the additional degree of routability in
the vertical dimension. The 3D-integrated circuit designs increase the number of transistors that can
be accessed in a single clock cycle. Figure 5(a) shows a planar circuit with a global wire connecting
two blocks. Figure 5(b) shows a 3D implementation of the planar circuit where the planar global
interconnect has been replaced by a short die-to-die (d2d) via. The additional degree of freedom in
the vertical dimension enables a reduction in the interconnect requirements for connectivity.
By shortening the wire lengths, the 3D-integrated circuit can have a dramatic impact not only
on improving the performance but also in reducing the power consumption. The power reduction
comes from the reduced resistances and capacitances of the shorter wires as well as the reduced
repeaters on the global wires. The drastic reduction in wire-length reduces the total power con-
sumption of the 3D-integrated circuit as compared to the planar circuit.
The 3D-integration technology also enables a reduction of circuit footprints as shown in Fig-
ure 5. The 3D-integrated design has a reduced footprint compared to the planar design. The reduc-
tion in the footprint enables reduced form factor. Reduced form factor is an attractive option to the






Figure 5: Benefits of 3D technology (a) Planar circuit (b) 3D-integrated circuit.
mobile users. This reduction in the footprint has implications in the yield of the integrated circuits.
The smaller the footprints, the larger the number of die that can be obtained out of a certain sized
wafer, and hence, the higher the yield. Figure 6(a) shows a wafer that yields two large planar die
out of four (50% yield) due to manufacturing defects at two spots on the wafer. Figure 6(b) shows
an identical wafer with the defects located at the same spots, which yields 23 small die out of 26
die (88% yield). Assuming each of the small die contains a quarter of the planar circuit, we need to
stack four such die as shown in Figure 6(c) to obtain the complete 3D-integrated circuit. When the
wafers are aligned and bonded, defective die on each wafer may align with good die on the other
wafers causing a loss of overall yield. In the worst case, the 3D-integration yields fourteen 4-die-
stacked 3D integrated circuits, while the planar fabrication provides eight (2×4) functional planar
integrated circuits out of the same number (four) of wafers. Note that this is a qualitative argument
that demonstrates that the yields of the 3D-integrated circuits need not be worse than the yields of
the planar integrated circuits, and that the yield analysis of the 3D-integrated circuits requires fur-
ther careful consideration and research. We consider the yield analysis to be outside the scope of
this dissertation.
Another benefit of the 3D-integration technology is the ability to exploit best-of-breed technolo-
gies for each layer of the die-stack. Rather than optimizing a single process technology to fabricate









Figure 6: Wafer with (a) planar die (b) reduced footprint die (due to 3D-integration) (c) In
wafer bonding, defective die may stack on good die, thus reducing yield.
individually and stacked using 3D-integration [88, 72, 128].
1.3.5 Some Challenges to 3D-Integration
1.3.5.1 Power Density
The 3D-integration technology increases the number of transistors in a volume, which may exacer-
bate the thermal profiles by increasing the thermal resistance [113]. Additionally, the 3D-integration
reduces the footprint of the die, hence reducing the contact area between the heat sink and the
die [115, 13]. The reduction in the contact area decreases the ability of the heat sink to remove
heat from the die. Heat degrades performance, reduces reliability and increases static power. The
increased power density may require more aggressive cooling mechanisms [108], adding manufac-
turing cost.
By using techniques such as wafer-thinning [76, 65] and thermal vias [46], we can reduce ther-
mal resistances in the 3D-integrated circuits. Using state-of-the-art cooling solutions [108] such as
direct liquid cooling can provide better cooling capability. The microarchitecture can also influence
the thermal characteristics. In Part III (Chapter 6) of this dissertation, we describe some of the mi-




Power integrity is already a reliability concern in the semiconductor industry [100, 99]. The 3D-
integration may aggravate some of the power integrity issues. The smaller footprints of the 3D-
integrated circuits reduce the area available for power distribution and result in lower pin counts for
power supply and ground. In addition to the reduced pin counts, stacking may also cause multiple
circuits to draw power from the same pins thus causing abrupt changes in current demands. In high-
speed integrated circuits, such abrupt changes in current demands may lead to reliability issues due
to inductive (Ldi/dt) noise in the power supply network [100, 99]. Also, some of the die may
be further from the decoupling capacitors in 3D-integrated circuits, thus increasing the inductive
noise [98, 156]. Hence, power integrity issues may pose a significant challenge to the performance
and reliability of the 3D-integrated systems [97].
There has been some recent work in addressing the power integrity issues with respect to the 3D-
integrated circuits. Researchers have proposed physical design [97] and microarchitecture design
techniques [100] to mitigate the power integrity concerns related to the 3D-integrated circuits. More
research is required to address the power integrity issues with special focus on the 3D-integrated
circuits.
1.3.5.3 Design Automation Tools
There is a pressing need for electronic design automation (EDA) tools and methodologies to develop
new architectures using the 3D-integration technology. Xie et al. [157] have identified two different
categories of design tools essential for 3D microarchitecture designs: early design analysis tools
and physical design tools.
There has been a great deal of on-going research in the academic community in the 3D EDA
tools. Researchers have proposed different algorithms for early-design-phase automated microar-
chitectural floorplanning tools [56, 31, 58]. Given a microarchitectural description of a processor
(blocks, sizes, interconnections), the floorplanning algorithm devises a 3D organization to opti-
mize a given objective (e.g., performance, power, area, wirelength). Related 3D CAD/EDA work
includes automated via placement in 3D-integrated circuits for heat dissipation [33], automated
routing in 3D-integrated circuits [32], 3D power grid design, and 3D decoupling capacitor insertion
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for controlling power supply (di/dt) noise in the 3D-integrated circuits [98].
1.3.5.4 Testing
Testing is another substantial challenge in the 3D-integrated circuit designs. Before bonding the
wafers, the circuit on each wafer may exist in an incomplete state depending on the partitioning
granularity [81], hence posing a challenge to the testing. Lewis et al. [81] have identified the testing
challenges to the 3D-integrated designs and present a technique to enable pre-bond testability at a
minimal area cost.
Some 3D-integrated design approaches provide an opportunity to test and debug parts prior to
assembly [73, 11]. The ability to integrate proven parts shortens the design testing time. The use of
redundancy techniques, dynamic repair, and real-time fault detection/isolation may enable low-cost,
high-volume 3D-integrated circuits.
1.3.5.5 Manufacturing Cost
3D integration may increase the cost of manufacturing because of the additional processing steps.
Multiple wafers have to be manufactured for a given integrated circuit thus requiring multiple masks.
After fabrication, the wafers need to be polished and planarized, have their d2d interconnects de-
posited, thinned and then bonded. Apart from the planar fabrication processes, new technologies
such as precision alignment systems and bonding apparatus are needed to successfully build 3D-
integrated circuits. The 3D-integration may also affect yields because ann-die stack can be rendered
inoperational by a single bad die, even if the othern− 1 are fine (refer to Section 1.3.4).
A full analysis of the economic viability of the 3D-integration is beyond the scope of this dis-
sertation. An open research question is to determine and evaluate the benefits that can be obtained
from this new technology. Note that, some of the additional costs of the 3D-integration may be
partially recovered. It is possible to share global routing and/or clock layers between multiple die
(e.g., run the global portion of the clock tree on only one die, and use local clock trees on each
die to complete the clock distribution), thus reducing the number of metal layers required for clock
distribution. Each individual die in a 3D-stacked processor has a smaller footprint than in a pla-
nar/2D implementation, which in turn may enable more effective packing of the rectangular die on
a circular wafer as shown in Figure 6(b).
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1.4 Scope of This Dissertation
3D-integration technology has the potential to address many of the challenges facing the semi-
conductor industry. The increased device density and the ability to place and route in the vertical
dimension provide new opportunities for microarchitecture design.
The thesis of this dissertation is that the 3D-integration provides simultaneous performance and
power benefits to build high-performance microprocessors, while keeping the worst-case tempera-
ture under control.
We support this thesis by studying the microarchitectural impact of the 3D-integration technol-
ogy on the design of high-performance processors and quantifying the benefits. Note that the results
presented in this dissertation represent aconservative estimateof the value of the 3D-integration
technology. We start with conventional planar microarchitectures and adapt to the 3D-integration
technology, whereas a microarchitecture explicitly designed to target the 3D-integration may likely
provide more benefits.
Figure 7 shows one possible path from current planar designs to future 3D-integrated microar-
chitectures such as those proposed in this work. Figure 7(a) shows a planar/2D processor configu-
ration that has two CPU cores and a L2 cache. The early incarnations of 3D-integrated processors
may primarily leverage the technology for device density. A likely design (b) would 3D-integrate
multiple cores on top of a large on-chip cache [13]. This design can provide performance benefit
from reducing the wire delay between the cores and the cache, but may not realize the full ben-
efits of the 3D-integration (i.e., the clock speed, area, and power of the individual CPU cores are
identical to those of the planar implementation). As the technology matures, more sophisticated
3D-integrated processors will evolve by first adding more layers of cache (Figure 7(c)) thus increas-
ing the overall size of the cache, and then implementing the circuit blocks on multiple die leading
to the implementation of 3D-integrated processor cores (Figure 7(d)). Li et al. [82] explored the
use of the 3D-integration to implement a multi-core system with a 3D-distributed cache organiza-
tion. Liu et al. [88] evaluated the impact of integrating a system’s main memory directly on top of
the processor. In both of these studies, the 3D-integration technology is employed at the coarser
interfaces (cpu-to-cache/cpu-to-DRAM) and so the CPU core remains as a planar/2D structure. We
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Figure 7: A progression from planar/2D processors to 3D-integrated processors with varying
numbers of layers and CPU implementation styles.
categorize microarchitectures such as the 3D CMP [82] and the IntroSpective 3D processor [105]
as belonging to Figure 7(b) and (c) since each core is still a conventional planar structure. The
scope of our research is 3D-integrated processors (Figure 7(d)). In this dissertation, we focus on the
3D-integrated designs of high-performance processors using 2-die- and 4-die-stacks. We assume a
copper-bonding based wafer-level stacking 3D technology. We assume a face-to-face topology for
2-die-stacks and an alternating face-to-face topology for 4-die-stacks without loss of generality. We
limit the scope of our exploration to homogeneous die-stacks of MOS (static and dynamic) circuits.
We consider the integration of heterogeneous technologies (e.g., DRAM [88, 72], analog [128]) to
be orthogonal to our techniques and outside the scope of this work.
We have organized the rest of this dissertation into two parts. In Part II, we present our designs of
the 3D-integrated processor components and evaluate the performance and power benefits of these
3D-integrated designs. Chapter 2 presents the designs of SRAM based components. Chapter 3
presents the designs of CAM based components. Chapter 4 presents the designs of data processing
components. Together, these three classes of circuits account for a large portion of circuits in the
processor. Each of the individual chapters demonstrates that the 3D-integrated circuits provide
simultaneous performance and power benefits in comparison to their planar counterparts.
After describing the 3D-integrated designs of processor components, we put them all together
in Part III, where we propose and evaluate the 3D-integrated versions of existing high-performance
processors. Although existing planar microarchitectures may not derive the full benefit of the 3D-
integration, we chose to use existing microarchitectures as our baseline so as to identify the benefits
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that are solely due to the 3D-integration. Chapter 5 presents the 2-die-stacked and the 4-die-stacked
designs of 3D-integrated high-performance processors based on the planar Alpha 21364 proces-
sor. Our 3D-integrated processors demonstrate the simultaneous benefits of the 3D-integration and
highlight the power density and thermal issues related to the 3D-integration technology. Chapter 6
presents our 3D-integrated high-performance processor based on the Intel Core microarchitecture.
Our 3D-integrated processor addresses the thermal challenges in high-performance using novel mi-
croarchitectural techniques. Our results indicate that the temperature increase experienced by the
3D-integrated processors can be effectively controlled using microarchitectural techniques.
Overall, we show that it is possible to keep the temperature under control in the 3D-integrated
processors through a combination of reducing total processor power, local power density, and effec-
tive thermal resistance while simultaneously increasing performance by a significant amount.
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Part II
“Creating a new theory is not like destroying an old barn and erecting a skyscraper in its place. It is
rather like climbing a mountain, gaining new and wider views, discovering unexpected connections
between our starting point and its rich environment. But the point from which we started out still
exists and can be seen, although it appears smaller and forms a tiny part of our broad view gained
by the mastery of the obstacles on our adventurous way up.”
- Albert Einstein
3D-Integrated High-Performance Components
Thesis statement: 3D-integration provides simultaneous performance and power benefits to
build high-performance microprocessors, while keeping the worst-case temperature under
control.
To substantiate our thesis statement, we start by studying several individual components that to-
gether comprise a large portion of the planar high-performance processors. We focus our attention
on three broad classes of circuits, namely, the static random access memory (SRAM) components,
the associative logic (CAM) components, and the data processing components. Based on our analy-
sis of the planar components, we propose 2-die-stacked and 4-die-stacked 3D-integrated designs of
the processor components. Using representative examples from each class of circuits, we demon-
strate different 3D-integrated circuits to address the challenges facing the conventional technology.
Our 3D-integrated designs are partitioned at the circuit level to take advantage of the dense die-
to-die (d2d) via interface, thereby increasing the potential benefits of the 3D-integration. We illus-
trate the additional benefits provided by the circuit-level 3D-integration using a motivating example
of a planar processor with a large on-chip cache. Figure 8(a) shows a conventional (planar/2D)
processor core with a large on-chip last-level (L3) cache. An intuitive 3D-integration is to the stack
the large L3 cache on top of the processor core as shown in Figure 8(b). The benefit of such an
organization is an approximate footprint reduction of 50%. But this design fails to utilize the dense
die-to-die via interface and the full flexibility of vertical routing to further reduce interconnects and
shorten the critical paths within the circuits. Figure 8(a) shows the critical path for accessing the
planar cache. In the cache-on-processor implementation in Figure 8(b), the circuit structure of the
cache is identical to the planar case and hence the critical path within the cache has not reduced. As
a result, the latency and power have not significantly improved by this organization. Furthermore,
stacking the cache on top of the processor may prevent other components within the processor from
taking advantage of the 3D-integration. Figure 8(c) shows a 3D organization using circuit-stacked










Figure 8: (a) A planar layout of a processor and L3 cache with the L3 critical path, and a
3D implementation with (b) the cache stacked on top of the processor, and (c) circuit-stacked
processor and cache.
reduction in the critical paths reduce not only the latencies of the circuits but also their power con-
sumption, thus providing simultaneous benefits.
In the next three chapters, we demonstrate the simultaneous benefits of the 3D-integrated SRAM-
, CAM-, and data-processing-components of conventional processors. We use HSpice to obtain the
critical path latencies and the energy consumptions of the various processor components. The criti-
cal path latency represents the worst-delay path through the circuit, whereas the energy includes the
energy consumption from all active circuits and wires. Our HSpice simulations use 65nm predictive
technology models [26]. Based on 130nm wire parameters from Intel [147], we extrapolated the
wire parameters for 65nm. Our circuit implementations primarily make use of static CMOS gates
with some exceptions such as the comparator logic in the associative logic (CAM) based compo-
nents. To optimize our designs, we sweep through a range of transistor sizes and use the transistor
sizes that minimize the overall delay. We use a distributed RC-ladder model for all wires in the
circuits. While our absolute results are dependent on the technology parameters and assumptions,
the general trends and benefits of the 3D-integrated circuits are likely to hold for other technology
parameters as well.
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Our 3D-integrated circuit designs use d2d via sizes of 1µm for the face-to-face (F2F) and 2µm
for the backside interfaces. While the size of the current manufacturable d2d vias is already only
2.4µm and 4µm for F2F and backside interfaces respectively [51], we assume that the d2d sizes will
continue to scale at least for a few more generations. We target a copper-bonding wafer-level 3D-
integration technology (refer to Section 1.3.2), where the d2d vias are made with the same material
(copper metal) as the traditional on-die interconnects, and therefore have similar per-unit resistance
and capacitance. We model the die-to-die vias to be 9µm to cross between the F2F interface and
12µm to cross the backside interface, based on published data [13, 140, 121, 39]. Note that the
current 3D-integration technologies already thin the die down to 12µm [146].
Due to higher frequencies, reduced footprints, and/or higher integration, the 3D-integrated cir-
cuits may cause the power density to increase substantially, leading to hotspots and causing thermal
reliability issues [136]. Researchers have suggested using “dummy” thermal vias that do not carry
signals, but provide low thermal resistance paths to remove heat from potential hotspots [28]. A
naive thermal analysis may lead one to believe that the 2-die-(4-die-) stack might double (quadru-
ple) the power density. However, such an analysis assumes that the total power consumption of
the 3D-integrated circuit is identical to the planar integrated circuit. Our 3D-integrated components
substantially shorten the wire lengths and hence consume less power, thus reducing the thermal
impact. In this part (Part II) of the dissertation, we demonstrate that the total power/energy con-
sumption of our 3D-integrated component is substantially lower than that of the corresponding pla-
nar component. While the power density may increase, the total power of the 3D-integrated circuit
decreases. The total power has been shown to have a great impact on the temperature [83]. In some
3D-integrated designs, the latency benefit may be traded using circuit techniques for further power
reduction (refer Chapter 4). As another example, some 3D implementations of planar dynamic logic
circuits may provide enough latency benefit to allow the power-hungry dynamic logic circuits to be
replaced with lower-power-consuming static logic circuits. A thermal analysis of the individual 3D-
integrated circuits in isolation is ineffective since the temperature depends not only on the power
consumption and the layout of the 3D-integrated circuit but also on the adjacent components and
their power consumptions.
In a later part of this dissertation (refer to Part III), we analyze the hotspots on the 3D-integrated
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processors [113, 115] and propose microarchitectural techniques [115] to control the worst-case




2.1 Overview of This Chapter
This chapter focuses on the planar and the 3D-integrated designs of the circuits that use static ran-
dom access memory (SRAM) arrays. In order to prove our thesis, we start by proving the assertions
made in the thesis statement to hold true for each component of the processor. This chapter presents
our designs and results for the processor components based on the SRAM arrays.
We show that the dense die-to-die vias enable the 3D-integrated SRAM components that are
partitioned at the level of individual wordlines, bitlines, or ports. The 3D circuit partitioning results
in a wire length reduction within the SRAM array, and a reduction in the footprint, which reduces
the wires required for global routing. The wire length reduction provides simultaneous latency
and energy benefits. As planar designs adapt high-performance techniques such as hierarchical
wordlines to improve performance, the corresponding 3D-integrated circuits provide even higher
benefits, making it a desirable technology for high-performance designs.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 describes the planar SRAM compo-
nents. Section 2.3 describes the 3D-integrated designs of large, banked SRAM arrays. Section 2.4
describes the 3D-integrated designs of multi-ported SRAM arrays. Section 2.5 presents our results
and analysis. Section 2.6 presents some conclusions from this chapter.
2.2 Planar SRAM Components
Conventional (planar) static random access memory (SRAM) arrays are regular-structured and wire-
dominated circuits that show great promise for 3D implementations [109, 120, 148]. Many compo-
nents on the processor are variations of conventional SRAM arrays. These modules include caches,
register files, branch predictor history tables, branch target buffers, physical and architected register
files, reorder buffers, and payload memory portions of the instruction issue logic. These compo-
nents differ in the capacity (number of entries and bits per entry), timing constraints, and bandwidth
requirements for reading and writing the arrays.
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On-chip cache memories are typically large SRAM components that occupy a vast portion of the
processor die area. Caches reduce off-chip memory accesses by exploiting the concepts of temporal
and spatial locality. Caches have a large capacity and require both tag and data arrays. Due to
their large capacities, caches tend to be organized as banks in order to increase bandwidth while
consuming less power. Caches are often subbanked to save power by sharing the sense amplifier
circuitry among the subbanks. The basic cache design parameters are cache size, block size, and
associativity.
Register files are structurally similar to on-chip caches in that both consist of regular arrays of
6T SRAM cells. Register files have lower capacity requirements and do not have a tag array. But
they are typically multi-ported (multiple read ports and multiple write ports) in order to satisfy the
bandwidth requirements of the data processing components. The register files are critical compo-
nents of modern processors in terms of impact on clock frequency and instructions per second (IPC)
rates.
The planar SRAM array based components have a regular array of memory cells that are easy
to partition across multiple die. The main SRAM array can be viewed as a set of wordlines running
horizontally and a set of bitlines running vertically. A row decoder drives the wordlines, which
control the access transistors of the data storage cells. The bitlines are read by sense amplifiers at
the bottom of the array. Figure 9 shows the critical path of a SRAM array read operation. In case of
tagged SRAM components such as caches, a similar array stores the tags and a set of comparators
perform the tag match operation.
We describe four existing techniques to enhance performance and save power in planar SRAM
arrays. Three of these techniques, namely banking, subbanking, and hierarchical wordlines (HWL) [4],
minimize the latency and power of accessing large SRAM arrays. A fourth technique called multi-
porting increases the bandwidth of SRAM arrays.
2.2.1 Memory Banking
Memory banking technique divides the memory array into multiple sub-modules called banks. By
dividing the array into multiple banks and accessing only the bank that contains the required data,
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Figure 9: Critical path of a cache access (read) operation
while not requiring a significant wire area increase as in the case of multiple ports. Figure 10(a)
shows a single memory array with addresses ranging from 0 to2N − 1. Figure 10(b) shows the
same array divided into two banks using higher-order address interleaving technique. Higher-order
address interleaving divides the memory array into banks based on the higher order address bits. If
the array contains2N locations (0 to2N−1), then one bank contains addresses from 0 to (2N−1−1),
and the other bank contains addresses from2N−1 to 2N − 1. Figure 10(c) shows the array divided
into four banks using higher-order interleaving. Figure 10(d) (Figure 10(e)) shows the memory
array divided into two (four) banks based on lower-order address interleaving. Lower order address
interleaving uses the lower order address bits to identify the banks. Hence, this technique divides
the odd and even addresses into separate banks. If the requested data resides in only one of the
multiple banks, the other banks need not be accessed and do not consume dynamic power.
Banking can also be used to enhance bandwidth. If the requested data values reside in different
banks, the processor can simultaneously obtain values out of multiple banks, thus increasing the
input/output bandwidth. Note that it is possible for two or more simultaneously requested data to
reside in the same bank. When multiple addresses target the same bank, the cache detects a bank
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Figure 10: Memory banking technique (a) one monolithic array (b) two banks with higher-
order interleaving (c) four banks with higher order interleaving (d) two banks with lower
order interleaving (e) four banks with lower order interleaving.
bank.
2.2.2 Memory Subbanking
Memory subbanking saves power in the bitline and the sense-amplifier network [44]. In subbanked
cache memory arrays, cache blocks are divided into subbanks. A portion of the cache address
(block offset portion) is used to select the subbank that contains the required data. Since data is
read out from only one subbank at a time, a common set of sense amplifiers can be shared across
the subbanks, thus reducing the cache power. Figure 11(a) shows the data array of a cache with
each cache block consisting of four data words. In the absence of subbanking, all four data words
are read out and sensed using sense-amplifiers. The required word is then chosen using the block
offset bits in the address. Figure 11(b) shows the cache blocks divided into two subbanks, with
each subbank consisting of two data words. In the case of subbanking, the subbank selector logic
selects between the two subbanks and feeds the data from only one subbank into the sense-amplifier
circuitry. Hence, the subbanks can share the sense-amplifier circuitry and save significant amount
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Figure 11: Memory subbanking technique: (a) original data array with each cache block
consisting of four data words (b) subbanked data array with two subbanks (two data words
per subbank).
subbank needs to be pre-charged.
2.2.3 Hierarchical Wordlines
Wordlines in the SRAM arrays are heavily loaded by the access transistors, which are two per
SRAM cell as shown in Figure 9. Hence, the wordlines contribute significantly to the overall latency
of the SRAM circuits. Hierarchical wordline technique [4] improves performance by reducing the
latency of driving the wordline. The hierarchical word line (HWL) structure uses a global wordline
(GWL) to drive multiple shorter sub-word (local) lines. The row decoder output is used as the global
word line. Each global word line drives several groups of sub-word lines distributed across the
SRAM array. With the HWL structure, the wordline loading is reduced, thus enhancing the overall
performance. As an unintended side effect, the HWL technique also worsens the wire complexity
of the wordlines since the wiring requirement of wordlines is essentially doubled.
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2.2.4 Multi-Porting Technique
Modern processors capable of issuing many instructions per cycle require a large number of read
and write ports in components such as register files. The size of an SRAM cell in such multi-
ported SRAM components increases dramatically with increasing port requirements. Figure 12
shows SRAM cells with (a) one port, (b) two ports, and (c) four ports. While Figure 12 illustrates
a simplistic SRAM cell design (e.g., read-port isolation transistors have been omitted for clarity),
it demonstrates the quadratic increase in area with respect to the port count. The area explosion
forces the wordlines and bitlines to increase in length that in turn increases both access latency and
power consumption. Many microarchitecture-level proposals have been made to deal with the size,
latency and power of the register files, including register caching [9] and register file banking [151].
While these techniques can reduce the average latency of register file access, they significantly
complicate the processor’s data- and control-paths. Increases in processor clock frequency and the
relative decrease of the speed of wires exacerbate the problem. Another example of the poor scaling
of the register file latency can be found in the Alpha 21264’s 4-issue integer execution unit which
would normally require an 8-read port, 4-write port register file. Instead, the architects chose to
duplicate the entire contents of the register file such that each copy only needs half as many read
ports [71]. Two full copies of a moderately ported register file proved to be smaller and faster than a
single highly-ported structure. Since the register file is dominated by wire, the 3D-integration may
provide an effective means for controlling the latency and power of the large register files required
by the modern high-performance processors.
Now, we propose our 3D-integrated SRAM components. For illustration purposes of the planar
baseline and our 3D-integrated SRAM circuits, we consider caches and register files as respective
examples of banked SRAM and multi-ported SRAM designs.
2.3 3D-Integrated Large SRAM Components
Long metal wires used to route global signals in banked SRAM arrays such as caches suffer from
large wire delays and power consumption. The address bus that routes from the edge of the SRAM
array to a bank is an example of such wires. Figure 13(a) shows an eight-bank SRAM array with
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Figure 12: Quadratic area increase of an SRAM cell as the number of ports increases from
(a) one to (b) two to (c) four ports.
3D-integrated SRAM array design is to stack banks on top of each other (bank-stacked 3D circuits).
Another option is to split the arrays on multiple die (array-split 3D circuits).
2.3.1 Bank-Stacked 3D SRAM Circuits
Figure 13(b) shows a 3D bank-stacked organization with a 2-die-stack. A 3D bank-stacked design
was first proposed by Reed et al. [120]. There are two possible orientations for bank stacking.
The banks can be stacked left-to-right as shown in Figure 13(b), or top-to-bottom. Figure 13(b)
shows how the bank stacking results in a 67% reduction (3x → x, wherex is the bank width) in
the horizontal component of the wiring to and from the banks. Because the stacking of the banks
occurs in only one direction, the vertical component of the bank wiring is unaffected, thus reducing
the wire length savings to 50% (assumingx = y, wherey is the bank height). Overall, the reduction
in wire length translates into a reduction of latency, power, and footprint.
When we have more than two die on the 3D-integrated circuit, we can combine the bank split-
ting strategies to increase the benefits of the 3D-integration. The fastest bank-stacked 3D SRAM
organizations may use different bank partitioning across the stacked layers. The application of a
particular bank-stacking technique may reduce the latency of a critical wire by a significant amount
such that it may no longer be the worst delay path in the circuit. A different style of partitioning can
then address the new worst delay. With a 4-die-stack, we can stack the banks top-to-bottom across
30
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Figure 13: (a) A planar 8-banked array showing the worst-case distance to the farthest bank,
and (b) a 3D bank-stacked SRAM organization.
the F2F interfaces and left-to-right across the B2B interface. Figure 14(a) shows a 16-banked planar
SRAM array design, that is stacked left-to-right on a 2-die-stack as shown in Figure 14(b). With a 4-
die-stack option, the next 3D bank-stacking happens top-to-bottom, thus producing a 4-die footprint
that is more evenly balanced in both X- and Y- dimensions.
2.3.2 Array-Split 3D SRAM Circuits
We evaluate splitting the individual rows and columns of the SRAM arrays within a bank on multiple
die. Array splitting can reduce the lengths of the wordlines and/or the bitlines depending on the
number of die and the orientation of the split. Figure 15(a) shows the details of a small SRAM data
array. With bank-stacking, the decision for a top-to-bottom or left-to-right stacking largely depends
on which dimension provides larger wire reduction. At the array level, the orientation of the split
has a greater impact on the circuit implementation of the array.
The first array-split configuration stacks columns on columns. Figure 15(b) illustrates the
column-stacked 3D SRAM array. In this design, the single long wordline has been replaced by
a pair of parallel wordlines. The row decoder must drive the wordlines on both the die. This re-
quires one d2d via per wordline. At the bottom of the array, the column select multiplexors have
been split across the two die thus requiring additional die-to-die vias. This organization reduces
latency and power due to reduced wordline lengths. As shown in Figure 15(c), these benefits are in
addition to reductions in the bank-level wire lengths.
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Figure 14: (a) A banked planar array with 16 banks, (b) a 2-die-stacked 3D array with left-
to-right stacking, (c) a 4-die-stacked 3D array with top-to-bottom stacking across the F2F
interfaces and left-to-right stacking across the B2B interface
3D SRAM array. The row-stacked array requires the row decoder to be partitioned across the two
die. We first decompose the 1-to-n decoder into a 1-to-2 decoder followed by two 1-to-n2 decoders.
Even though the two 1-to-n2 decoders are stacked on top of each other, the 1-to-2 decoder will only
activate one of them which avoids stacking of thermally active components. The lengths and loading
of the wordlines remain the same as in the planar organization, but the lengths of the bitlines reduce
by half. Similar to the column-stacked organization (Figure 15(b)), there are latency and power
benefits due to wire reduction at both the array- and bank-levels.
2.4 3D-Integrated Multi-Ported SRAM Components
There are many possible designs for multi-ported SRAM arrays in the 3D-integration technology.
We propose four different strategies for partitioning the multi-ported SRAM arrays across multiple
die.
2.4.1 Register-Partitioning (RP) 3D SRAM Circuits
A register-partitioned (RP) 3D SRAM array with a 2-die-stack splits half of the entries and places
them on the vertically stacked die. Figure 16 illustrates a 32-entry register file implemented on a
2-die-stack where the bottom die contains registers R0 through R15, and the top die contains R16
through R31. A result of this topology is that the vertical distance (along the bitlines) has been


































Figure 15: (a) A planar SRAM array, (b) a 3D-integrated array with column-on-column
array-splitting, (c) the bank-level organization using column-split arrays, (d) a 3D-integrated










Figure 16: Register-partitioning 3D register file. A ◦ represents a die-to-die via.
row decoder height has also been halved, which shortens the critical path in the register file. The
overall footprint of the register file has also been halved, which may enable more compact processor
floorplans.
To implement a 4-die RP 3D register file, the register entries would be partitioned such that one
quarter of the entries reside on each die. The row decoder can be further decomposed in a manner
similar to the 2-die-stack.
Note that while Figure 16 shows a 32-entry register file with a single read port, the register
file of modern high-performance processors may have 80 [71] or 128 [57] entries. As the number
of simultaneously executing instructions increase, the register file size requirement also increases
accordingly. The large number of read- and write-ports also exacerbate the area and wire lengths of
the register file. Furthermore, the data-widths of modern processors has increased over time from
32 bits to 64 bits, and even 128 bits for some instruction set architectures (e.g., Intel’s SSE3 ISA
extension), thus requiring correspondingly wider register files.
2.4.2 Bit-Partitioning (BP) 3D SRAM Circuits
The bit-partitioned (BP) 3D register file with a 2-die-stack stacks higher order and lower order










Figure 17: Bit-partitioning 3D register file. A ◦ represents a die-to-die via.
the RP organization: RP folds the register file upon itself in the X- direction while BP folds in the
Y- direction. Figure 17 shows a 2-die-stacked, bit-partitioned register file where the bottom die
stores the least significant half and the top die stores the most significant half of the register. The
bit-partitioned register file reduces the wire length and gate loading on the wordline, which provides
both latency and energy benefits.
While Figure 17 shows the bits of each register partitioned by significance, one could instead
store the bits in odd positions on one die and the bits in even positions on the other die. Choosing one
over the other does not impact the latency or power of the BP 3D register file. However, the choice
should be made to match the datapaths throughout the rest of the processor. For example, if the
ALU circuit designer implements a 3D-integrated integer arithmetic unit partitioned by significance
(X[0:31]+Y[0:31] on one die, X[32:63]+Y[32:63] on the second die) [95], then the register file bit-
partitioning should also be arranged by significance to avoid unnecessary d2d routing between the
outputs of the register file and the inputs of the 3D-integrated arithmetic unit.
The 2-die-stacked BP 3D register file requires the row decoder outputs to be fanned out to
both the die. This extra communication incurs a small overhead, but the latency reduction due to
the halving of the wordline length provides a significant overall benefit. For a 4-die-stacked BP 3D
35






Figure 18: Port-split 3D register file with 2 die-to-die vias per bitcell. A◦ represents a die-to-
die via.
register file, the fanout overhead of row decoder output increases since it has to be fanned out to four
die. But this latency overhead is insignificant compared to the benefits offered by the 4-die-stacked
3D circuits.
2.4.3 Port-Splitting (PS) 3D SRAM Circuits
The individual SRAM cells in the caches are designed to occupy a small area so as to increase the
capacity of the caches, while the area of the SRAM cells in the register files is dominated by the
area of the wordlines and the bitlines for implementing multiple read- and write-ports. The relative
size of a 6T SRAM cell and a d2d via may make it difficult to implement an individual 6T cell
across multiple die [109, 148]. However, SRAM cells in multi-ported SRAM components have
a substantially larger footprint (due to the high port count) which may provide the opportunity to
allocate one or two d2d vias for each cell. Figure 18 shows a 2-die port-split (PS) SRAM cell where
each die contains the bitlines, wordlines and access transistors for half of the ports (either read or
write). Two d2d vias are required per bit-cell to route the outputs of the chained inverters to the
second die.
The PS 3D register file provides substantial benefits in terms of footprint reduction. Stacking the
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wordlines and the bitlines provide a 50% reduction in each of the dimensions leading to an overall
footprint reduction of∼75% for the SRAM array. The total footprint reduction may be slightly less
than 75% because structures such as row decoders and sense amplifiers may not observe as large of
a compaction benefit. This wire reduction translates into substantial latency and energy benefits.
Depending on the multi-ported SRAM cell physical dimensions and the relative sizes of the d2d
vias, it may or may not be possible to allocate two d2d vias per SRAM cell. Figure 19 shows an
alternative implementation of a 2-die port-split (PS) 3D SRAM cell where only a single d2d via
is used to route the data bitb to the second die. On the upper die, an extra inverter recomputes
the complement bitb. This shows that logic duplication may be used to trade-off against excessive
inter-die communication. A limitation of the single-via configuration is that the ports on the top die
can only support read operations because there is no path to access the “true”b s orage node.1 This
limitation is likely not critical as the number of write ports is typically much less than the number
of read ports.
With two d2d vias per cell, another design alternative would be to split the inverters in the SRAM
cell across the two die. This would place all of theb bitlines on (say) the bottom die, and all of the
b bitlines on the top die. We do not evaluate this configuration as it has several disadvantages. First,
the wordlines must be replicated across both die (similar to the BP register file configuration) which
eliminates the wirelength reduction in one dimension. Second, splitting the differential bit-lines
across more than one die may require designing sense amplifiers that are themselves partitioned
across more than one die.
2.4.4 Hybrid Partitioning with More Than Two Die
There are multiple ways to partition the SRAM arrays based on a combination of the previously
described implementations of the 3D-integrated SRAM arrays. In this section, we describe some of
the examples of hybrid strategies. Hybrid SRAM arrays implemented using more than two die can
use a combination of the partitioning strategies. This may be particularly useful in an alternating
F2F/B2B die-stacking organization where the d2d via density changes between pairs of die. In a
1One could conceivably build a single-ended write port that only changes the value of nodeb an relies on the SRAM
cell itself to override theb node, but this would increase the write latency and substantially increase the duration of the










Figure 19: Alternate port-split 3D register file that uses only one die-to-die via per bitcell. A◦
represents a die-to-die via.
4-die-stack with alternating F2F interfaces, one could first use register-partitioning to assign half
of the registers to the die-pair 0/1 and the other half to the die-pair 2/3, which limits the usage of
the coarser B2B vias to the periphery of the main SRAM array. Then among each pair of F2F
die, port-splitting could be employed to exploit the denser F2F interface within the SRAM array.
Another possible 3D-integrated design is to use the bank-stacking strategy across the B2B interface
and array-splitting strategy across the F2F interfaces.
We illustrate the hybrid partitioning technique with a branch prediction table design. Control
flow predictors such as branch predictors constitute a significant portion of the frontend in modern
processors. In particular, we consider a branch direction predictor table based on two-bit saturating
counters as shown in Figure 20(a). The branch direction predictor table shown in Figure 20(a) is
an SRAM array structure that consists of a column of least significant bits called the hysteresis bits
and a column of most significant bits called the direction bits. The processor needs the direction bit
to make the initial prediction as well as during the update/training phase, while the hysteresis bit
is needed only during the update phase. For such branch direction predictors, we can first partition
the counters into two separate arrays: one array to store the direction bit and the other to store the
hysteresis bit [131]. We implement the two arrays by partitioning them across two die each, as























Figure 20: (a) A planar branch direction predictor array, and (b) a 3D-integrated branch
predictor array partitioned into two separate sub-tables
Table 2: Impact of the 3D-integration technology on the SRAM array latency.
Latency (% Benefit), ps Cycles (3 GHz)
Cache Planar 2-die 4-die Planar 2-die 4-die
(KB) 3D 3D 3D 3D
16 458 449 ( 2) 450 ( 2) 2 2 2
32 752 635 (16) 584 (22) 3 2 2
64 1232 885 (28) 731 (41) 4 3 3
128 1716 1381 (20) 1233 (28) 6 5 4
256 2732 1929 (29) 1513 (45) 9 6 5
512 3663 2864 (22) 2461 (33) 11 9 8
1024 5647 3945 (30) 3066 (46) 17 12 10
2048 7456 5774 (23) 4875 (35) 23 18 15
4096 11415 7854 (31) 6096 (47) 35 24 19
but also other benefits such as placement of the more frequently accessed arrays on the die closer to
the heatsink, resulting in latency, power, and thermal advantages.
2.5 Results
2.5.1 Bank- and Array-Stacked 3D SRAM Benefits
We simulate a cache read critical path including the bank-level and the array-level circuit details.
The simulations account for all of the wires and drivers to reach from the origin (array boundary)
to the farthest bank. The request propagates through the decoder tree, the wordline, the SRAM
cell, the bitlines, the column multiplexor, the sense amplifier and the way-multiplexor. This signal
is then driven back through a series of wires and bank multiplexors to return to the origin. While
the critical path involves reading a single SRAM entry, our power simulations include the activity
associated withall of the SRAM cells and their bitlines in the selected row. We perform a similar
analysis for the critical path through the tag array and use the worst-case timing path through either
39
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Figure 21: Component-wise breakdown of the SRAM array latencies.
array.
We evaluate our 3D-integrated SRAM circuits against the conventional planar SRAM circuits.
We consider array sizes varying from small 16KB level-one (L1) caches up to large 4MB last-level
(L2/L3) caches. Our baseline for comparison are the planar caches with transistor sizings and bank
configurations chosen to minimize latency. Table 2 reports the size and latency of the baseline planar
SRAMs, the latency of the 3D-integrated SRAMs, the relative latency reduction, and the latency in
terms of 3GHz clock cycles. The observed latency benefit varies by the SRAM array size. The
3D organization of the larger SRAM arrays provide more benefits because these components have
substantially longer global wires to route signals between the array edge and the farthest bank. The
latency improvement in Table 2 does not increase monotonically because the best configuration
between the planar/2D and the 3D-integrated SRAM arrays may involve different number of banks,
which in turn changes the relative benefit. For many 3D configurations, the latency reduction is
sufficient to reduce the overall number of clock cycles for the access as shown in the last three
columns of Table 2. For the smaller arrays, the wire delays comprise a smaller relative fraction of
the overall latency and therefore the effect of reducing these delays is less.
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Table 3: Impact of the 3D-integration technology on the SRAM array energy.
Energy, nJ Percent
Cache Planar 2-die 4-die 2-die 4-die
(KB) 3D 3D 3D 3D
16 76.93 74.12 75.37 4 2
32 86.37 86.90 84.06 -1 3
64 87.92 86.49 83.69 2 5
128 102.35 99.17 100.30 3 2
256 106.39 102.70 100.05 3 6
512 108.64 106.38 105.55 2 3
1024 120.75 114.10 107.28 6 11
2048 129.41 121.94 117.86 6 9
4096 150.62 133.32 123.78 11 18
To understand where the 3D-integration has the greatest benefit, Figure 21 illustrates the latency
contribution of the different components that comprise an SRAM array. Depending on the array size,
different 3D topologies may be required to provide the best latency improvements. As an example,
the bank-level routing (global) latency for the 2MB planar cache takes up over 55% of the total
latency. Correspondingly, the fastest 3D-integrated 2MB organization exhibits the greatest latency
reduction in these timing components, as shown in Figure 21. On the other hand, moderate-sized
(64KB-512KB) cache delays are not as dominated by the global routing. In these instances, a 3D
organization that targets the intra-SRAM delay provides more benefit. Figure 21 shows that, in
particular, the delay reduction associated with the global routing accounts for a substantial part of
the overall benefit, while other timing components also observe some improvement. In general,
circuit paths dominated by wire delays have the greatest potential for improvement from the 3D-
integration. In contrast, the row decoder consists primarily of logic, and the results in Figure 21
are consistent with the expectation that the 3D-integration would not provide much benefit for this
component of the overall cache latency.
The 3D organization of the cache structure reduces critical wire lengths, which reduces the total
wire capacitance providing both performanceandenergy benefits. For the same cache configura-
tions discussed in the previous section, Table 3 shows the energy consumed per read access for both
the planar and the 3D SRAMs. The overall savings range from 2-18%, varying due to differences
in the optimal banking configurations, transistor sizings, and SRAM aspect ratios. Note that the
energy benefits are in addition to the latency benefits as reported in Table 2. Thus we show that the
3D-integrated SRAM array designs can provide simultaneous latency and energy benefits compared
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Figure 22: Component-wise breakdown of the SRAM energy (cache read operation).
to the corresponding planar designs.
Figure 22 shows the energy distribution of the SRAMs for a read operation. A component’s
relative contribution to total latency does not always reflect its impact on energy. The row decoder
logic accounts for a considerable amount of latency, but it only needs to switch a single wordline and
so it consumes very little energy. On the other hand, a single bitline switch and the corresponding
sensing of the bit by the sense amplifier incur a modest energy cost, but this cost is multiplied by the
number of accessed bits, which adds up to account for a substantial portion of total access energy.
The 3D organization reduces the energy in the most wire-dominated portions of the arrays, namely
the bank-level routing and the bitlines.
Figure 23 shows the impact of the hierarchical wordline (HWL) technique on the benefits of
the 3D-integrated SRAM circuits. Each bar in Figure 23 shows the percent latency benefit of the
3D-integrated design compared to the corresponding planar baseline design. For example, the first
bar shows the latency benefit of the 2-die-stacked 3D cache with no HWL, compared to the planar
design with no HWL. The second bar shows the latency benefit of the 2-die-stacked 3D cache with
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Figure 23: 3D-integration benefits with hierarchical wordlines technique
are even larger for the designs with HWLs. Since HWLs enhance performance, the 3D-integrated
SRAM designs are even more attractive in high-performance designs which use techniques such as
HWL to improve the performance.
Figure 24 shows the effect of increasing the block size on the benefits of the 3D-integrated
caches. For smaller cache sizes (up to 512KB), as the block size increases, the 3D-integrated bene-
fits decrease significantly. For smaller cache sizes, the global wire delays are already a small fraction
of the total delays (intra-array delays dominate the total delays) and thus provide less benefits from
the 3D-integration. When the block size increases, intra-array delay further increases, and the global
wire delay further decreases, thus reducing the 3D benefits. For larger cache sizes, the total delay is
dominated by the global wire delays and not the intra-array delays. Hence, for large caches, as the
block sizes increase, we do not observe as much reduction in the latency benefits.
2.5.2 Multi-Ported 3D SRAM Benefits
We simulate critical path netlists for different register file configurations based on parameters such
as the number of entries, bit-width per entry, and number of ports. The 3D implementations of the
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Figure 24: 3D-integration benefits with increasing block sizes.
register file substantially reduce both the latency and the energy. We compare the baseline planar
implementations of register files to the 3D organizations explained earlier in Section 2.4.
2.5.2.1 Effect of Increasing the Number of Entries
We evaluate the 3d-integrated register file designs in a high-performance superscalar processor. In
particular, we consider a high-performance superscalar processor which can execute four instruc-
tions per cycle and can operate on 64-bit operands. Each of the instructions requires two read ports
and one write port. Furthermore, to handle multiple instructions per cycle, additional read ports
are needed to read the register contents before updating the architected (committed) register file.
Overall, the total port requirement is twelve read ports and four write ports for a four-wide issue
machine. We simulate the register files with sizes ranging from 16 entries up to 192 entries to model
the register file capacity demands of the current and future processors. Table 4 tabulates the planar
latencies of the register files and percent latency benefits for each of the 3D configurations consid-
ered. Table 4 shows that, for 2-die-stacks, the bit-partitioning (BP) 3D design provides the largest
latency benefit when compared to the corresponding RP 3D and PS 3D designs. The wordline is
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Table 4: Benefits of 3D multi-ported SRAM configurations with increasing number of entries.
RF % 2-die
entries Planar (ps) BP RP PS
16 258 38 3 10
32 307 34 4 12
64 334 27 7 13
96 383 25 5 11
128 398 23 9 14
160 442 24 14 19
192 458 24 15 19
RF % 4-die
entries Planar (ps) BP-BP RP-RP PS-PS BP-RP BP-PS
16 258 43 4 17 40 43
32 307 37 8 17 37 40
64 334 32 12 20 38 43
96 383 25 13 21 32 39
128 398 26 14 22 33 36
160 442 25 20 28 35 40
192 458 27 21 28 35 58
heavily loaded by the two access transistors per bitline column. Hence, splitting the wordline across
two die reduces a major component of the wire latency. Since the BP design reduces the wordlines,
it provides a large latency benefit. Note that, as the number of entries increase, the latency benefits
of the BP 3D register files decrease. This is because, as the number of entries increase, the height
of the overall structure increases, thus making the row decoder and bitline/sense-amplifier delay
to become increasingly critical. Bitlines become more heavily loaded thus reducing the contribu-
tion of the wordline load to the overall latency. The 2-die-stacked RP 3D designs do not provide
as much latency benefit as the corresponding BP 3D designs. But, as the number of register en-
tries increases, the benefits of the RP 3D design also increase. Although the PS 3D designs have
a substantially smaller footprint, they do not provide the fastest performance due to the fact that
the access transistor loading on the wordlines has not been reduced. With increasing number of
entries, the wire-complexity keeps increasing. Hence, the 2-die-stacked PS 3D designs also exhibit
increasing savings with increasing number of entries.
In case of 4-die-stacks, there are more design options when implementing 3D-integrated circuits.
The notation of X-Y for 4-die-stacks means that the B2B interface has a X partitioning and the F2F
interfaces have a Y partitioning. A RP-BP organization places one half of the registers on the die-
pair 0/1 and the other half on the die-pair 2/3 (RP across the B2B interface and BP across the F2F
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interfaces), and then within each pair of die each register’s bits are split as half on each die. With
4-die-stacked multi-ported SRAM components, the BP-BP configuration saves more latency than
either of the RP-RP and the PS-PS designs. However, with increasing number of entries, the RP-
RP and the PS-PS designs provide comparable benefits as the BP-BP designs owing to higher load
reduction and wire reduction respectively. Of particular interest are the hybrid configurations, the
BP-RP and the BP-PS, which consistently provide large benefits as compared to the non-hybrid
4-die-stacked configurations. This makes sense since one 3D partitioning technique may reduce
the latency of a critical wire delay by a significant amount such that it is no longer the worst delay
in the circuit. A second different 3D partitioning can then address the new worst delay. In fact,
the maximum benefit for each register file size among all the 3D designs is provided by the BP-PS
design. The PS configuration is via-intensive and thus an unsuitable candidate for the B2B interface
that require vias etched through silicon. However, the PS design reduces the wires in both X- and
Y- dimensions resulting in higher wire savings and can be implemented beneficially across the F2F
interfaces. This latency reduction may potentially be converted into a reduction in the number of
cycles necessary to access the register file.
The latency benefits of the hybrid configurations highlight the generality of our 3D-integration
techniques. For different processor configurations, the critical wire delays within the register files
will likely be different. The benefits of the 3D-integration are not limited to specific processor mi-
croarchitectural parameters; for each planar circuit, the circuit designer can choose the appropriate
3D-integration circuit.
Table 5 shows the best absolute latencies of the planar, the 2-die-stacked 3D, and the 4-die-
stacked 3D register files and the corresponding percent benefits. From the table, we can see that
the 2-die-stacked circuits provide 25-40% latency benefit over the planar circuits while the 4-die-
stacked designs provide 36-58% latency benefit over the planar circuits. From the data, we can
conclude that the 4-die-stacked design provides an additional 10% benefit as compared to the 2-die-
stacked design. The latency benefit is not doubled for the 4-die-stack as compared to the 2-die-stack
because the 4-die-stacked designs require backside vias to go through silicon, which adds area
overhead and reduces the latency benefits.
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Table 5: Access latencies of register files for a 4-wide, 64-bit superscalar processor, and the
percentage benefit compared to the baseline planar implementation, for increasing entries.
RF Planar 2-die 3D 4-die 3D % %
entries (ps) (ps) (ps) 2-die 4-die
16 258 159 146 38 43
32 307 202 185 34 40
64 334 242 190 27 43
96 383 286 234 25 39
128 398 306 253 23 36
160 442 337 265 24 40
192 458 349 193 24 58
2.5.2.2 Effect of Increasing the Data-widths
In some microarchitectures, the physical register file also contains some instruction status infor-
mation such as instruction pointer value, which is required for maintaining in-order retirement of
instructions; each of the entries in such physical registers may contain as many as 160 bits of
data [133]. We explore a 96-entry register file with data-widths increasing from 64 bits to 192 bits
in increments of 32 bits and report the benefits in Figure 25. From the figure, we can deduce that the
2-die-stacked ciruits provide 25-50% latency benefit over the planar ciruits while the 4-die-stacked
3D circuits provide 40-75% latency benefit over the planar circuits. Note that the latency savings
are higher in this case as compared to increasing number of entries since increasing data widths
aggravate the already heavily loaded wordlines.
2.5.2.3 Effect of Increasing the Port Requirements
We explore a 96-entry, 64-bit wide register file with increasing issue-widths from 2-issue to 6-
issue as shown in Figure 26. Since every instruction requires at least two read ports to read the
source operand registers and one write port to write the destination register, each increment in
issue-width adds two additional read ports and one additional write port to the register file. Note
that the planar circuit latency degrades at a much faster rate than the corresponding 3D circuit
latency. With increasing issue-widths, the latency benefits of the 3D-integrated circuits continuously
increase compared to the corresponding planar circuits.
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Figure 25: Access latencies of a 96-entry register file (4-issue processor) with increasing data
widths.






















Figure 26: Access latencies of a 96-entry, 64-bit register file with increasing issue-widths.
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Figure 27: Energy benefits of the 2-die-stacked 3D register file designs.
2.5.2.4 Energy Benefits of the Multi-Ported 3D SRAM circuits
In addition to reducing the latency of the multi-ported SRAMs, the 3D organization also reduces
the energy consumption. Figure 27 shows the normalized energy (normalized with respect to the
corresponding planar circuit) required to access the 2-die-stacked 3D register files. The 3D config-
uration that minimizes energy consumption is not necessarily the configuration that has the lowest
latency. For smaller number of entries, the BP 3D circuit requires the least energy. As the number
of entries increase to more than 64 entries, the RP 3D circuit provides the most energy benefit. The
RP 3D circuit effectively halves the bitline length for each doubling of the number of stacked die.
The shorter bitlines greatly reduce the loading on the sense amplifiers, which in turn may be sized
smaller to consume even less energy.
Figure 28 shows the normalized energy required to access the 4-die-stacked register files. In
the case of the 4-die-stacks, either the RP-RP or the BP-RP organizations provide the most energy
benefits among all the 3D circuits.
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Figure 28: Energy benefits of the 4-die-stacked 3D register file designs.
2.6 Summary of the 3D-Integrated SRAM Components
In this chapter, we focused on the SRAM array based components of the processor. We described
large-capacity SRAM components that use banking, subbanking, and hierarchical wordlines as well
as small-capacity, multi-ported components that are latency-critical. We described the designs of
the 3D-integrated SRAM components based on different partitioning strategies. We analyzed the
SRAM circuits in terms of latency and energy benefits for both the 2-die and the 4-die implementa-
tions.
We demonstrated that the 3D-integrated SRAM components reduce the lengths of critical wires.
We showed that the 3D-integrated SRAM components provide significant performance and energy
benefits simultaneously, thus supporting our thesis statement for the SRAM components in the high-
performance processors.
When the planar SRAM components scale up in size or adapt circuit and microarchitectural
techniques to enhance performance, the corresponding 3D-integrated circuits provide even higher
benefits, making the 3D-integration technology well-suited for high-performance processor designs.
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Due to the increasing wire delays with technology scaling, the benefits of the 3D-integration tech-
nology will increase in the future technology generations, making 3D-integration very attractive for
future designs.
Other table-like components such as the decoder PLAs, the microcode ROM in x86 processors,





3.1 Overview of This Chapter
Having supported the performance and power claims of our thesis statement for the SRAM compo-
nents in Chapter 2, this chapter extends our claims to be applicable to the CAM-based (associative
logic) components as well. This chapter focuses on the planar CAM components and our designs
of the 3D-integrated CAM components. We make use of the dense die-to-die vias to propose 3D-
integrated CAM components that are partitioned at the level of individual CAM entries and tags.
Our 3D-integrated CAM designs result in significant wire length reduction and footprint reduction
and hence, provide simultaneous latency and power benefits.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the conventional planar
CAM components. Section 3.3 explains our designs of the 3D-integrated CAM components. Sec-
tion 3.4 presents the results and analysis of the planar and the 3D-integrated CAM components.
Section 3.5 summarizes this chapter.
3.2 Planar CAM Components
Associative logic or content addressable memory (CAM) circuits are high speed logic circuits used
in operations that involve search/match operations in a microprocessor. A CAM circuit consists of
an array of associative cells, each of which contains both memory and processing elements. Each
associative cell in the array stores a key (tag) and a value (operand) in the memory. The operation
of finding the value associated with a tag is called a lookup. For the purposes of lookup, a requestor
broadcasts the tag on a common bus. Each associative cell compares the broadcast tag with its own
tag. If there is a match, the operand value of the matched tag is provided to the requestor. If there is
no match, the requestor is notified that there is no match.
The CAM circuits search the entire array in a single operation and hence extremely fast in
servicing a lookup request. However, there are cost disadvantages to the CAM-based circuits. To
provide associative search functionality, the CAM cell requires an SRAM cell, a comparator, and
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some additional logic. Often, the comparator is implemented using dynamic logic to accomplish the
search quickly. Hence, the CAM circuits have not only a very high wire-complexity but also very
high power dissipation. For aw-issue CAM design, there arew tag broadcast buses, and each entry
must compare its tags with those on the buses. This requirement forces the height of the CAM cell to
beΩ(w) and the width of the broadcast buses to beΩ(w), and so the broadcast buses alone consume
Ω(w2) area. Consequently, the CAM circuits are usually used in performance-critical circuits in the
modern processors.
Several components in modern processors require content addressable memories (CAMs) to
perform fully-associative searches. These circuits are notorious for their poor scaling due to wire
delays [106] Addressing this problem for the dynamic instruction scheduler in particular has gen-
erated a large amount of research [41, 20, 96, 116, 25, 139, 47]. In the following discussion, we
will use the dynamic instruction scheduler (also known as the issue logic) as a representative exam-
ple of CAM components. The techniques presented for implementing 3D-integrated designs of the
conventional instruction scheduler easily translate to the other CAM structures.
3.2.1 Planar Instruction Scheduler Circuit
The dynamic instruction scheduler is responsible for exposing instruction level parallelism by iden-
tifying instructions that can be executed in parallel. The capacity of the scheduler to identify op-
portunities for instruction level parallelism increases with the number of entries in the scheduler.
Unfortunately, the latency and energy characteristics of the scheduler do not scale well with in-
creasing number of entries [106]. Given that technology scaling has created an ever-widening gap
between the relative delay of logic and wires [3, 122], increasing the number of entries in the dy-
namic scheduler worsens the wire delay, thus reducing the overall performance of the processor.
The dynamic instruction scheduler consists of two components, namely the wakeup logic and
the select logic. The wakeup logic consists of a broadcast bus, a set of comparator circuits and
buffers called reservation stations. The reservation station (RS) entries contain source operand
addresses (called tags) of the instructions that have been dispatched from the in-order front-end
of the processor. The instruction in each valid RS entry is ready for execution as soon as all its
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Figure 29: A planar dynamic instruction scheduler circuit
instructions. The select logic matches the requests from the wakeup logic to the available functional
units and grants the functional units to the selected incoming requests. The selected instructions
issue to the functional units and broadcast their destination tags on the broadcast buses. The wakeup
logic simultaneously compares the source operand tags in the RS entries to the broadcast tags and
generates a new set of ready instructions based on the tag comparison match. The new set of ready
instructions along with all unsuccessful (unselected) instructions from the previous cycle repeat
their requests during the current cycle. Every cycle, all ready instructions participate in a bidding
process by placing requests for functional units to the select logic and the select logic grants the
available functional units to the selected requesting instructions. This chain of events that repeats
every cycle is called the wakeup-select loop.
Figure 29 shows a small, 2-issue dynamic scheduler with 2-bit tags and two RS entries.A and
B denote the tag broadcasts for the two issues, withA1A0 andB1B0 being the 2-bit tags. The
select logic consists of two blocks,SA andSB with each select logic block in charge of one issue
(and one resultant tag broadcast). Figure 29 also shows the critical path through the wakeup-select
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loop starting at tag broadcast(1), compare logic(2), bid logic (3) and grant logic(4). For every
additional RS entry, the length of the longest tag broadcast wire in the wakeup logic increases. Since
the select logic height is pitch-matched to the wakeup logic height, the select logic suffers increased
wire delays in addition to the increased logic circuitry to accommodate the requests originating
from the additional entries. Thus, for increasing number of RS entries, the overall latency of the
scheduler also increases.
The latency of the wakeup logic is influenced by two sources. One, the comparators connected
to the tag broadcast bus increase the load capacitance, thus increasing the delay. Two, the critical
path wire-length of the broadcast bus increases thus increasing both resistance and capacitance
of the wire, thus contributing to the total delay. These two factors cause the wakeup-select loop
to experience a rapidly diminishing frequency of operation as the scheduler size increases, thus
negating the gains of a larger scheduler.
3.2.2 Other CAM Logic Circuits
In addition to the conventional instruction scheduler, CAMs are central to the implementation of
other critical components such as the load and store queues, fully-associative translation looka-
side buffers, certain register renaming implementations [87], and several other smaller buffers and
queues (e.g., stream buffers and victim caches [66]). The register alias table (RAT) portion of the
register renaming logic [106] holds the logical register to physical register mappings. In order to
check the rename dependencies without creating latency bottlenecks, the RAT is often implemented
as CAM logic. The load and store queues (LQ/SQ) are CAM logic components that support out-
of-order memory scheduling and store-to-load forwarding [142, 141] in modern high-performance
processors. The load queues and store queues maintain the program order of memory operations
by keeping track of all the instructions requiring memory accesses. They track both the data and
addresses of memory instructions.
The various 3D-integrated designs illustrated using the instruction scheduler extend naturally
to these CAM components. We evaluate three CAM components, namely, register alias table, load
queue, and store queue, and present the results in Section 3.4.
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3.3 3D-Integrated CAM Components
We propose the designs of the 3D-integrated CAM components using the instruction scheduler as
the representative CAM component. We reduce the broadcast wire-lengths and the comparator loads
of the CAM mechanisms (e.g., wakeup-select loop).
3.3.1 Entry-Partitioned (EP) 3D CAM Circuits
We propose our first 3D-integrated scheduler circuit to reduce both the comparator loading and the
wire-length of the longest tag broadcast wire as compared to the planar scheduler circuit. We place
half the entries on the top die and the other half on the bottom die. In Figure 30, entriesRS0 and
RS1 are partitioned across the two die such thatRS0 is on the top die andRS1 is on the bottom die.
This design halves the wire-length and the comparator loading of the tag broadcast bus by halving
the number of RS entries per die. The reduction in the comparator loading and the broadcast wire
lengths speed up the tag broadcast, thus providing latency and power benefits. Note that the select
logic is partitioned across the two stacked die such thatSA is on the top die andSB is on the bottom
die. Since the select logic height is pitch-matched to the wakeup logic height, the select logic height
also reduces, providing additional latency/energy savings.
There is a logic overhead of one extra driver per die. In addition to the additional driver, the
3D-integrated CAM circuit incurs a minor overhead of two die-to-die (d2d) vias on the critical path,
one each for the bid and the grant signals as shown in Figure 30. However, the additional latency
and power consumption due to the additional driver and the d2d vias are more than compensated by
the large reduction in the wire-length and the comparator loading on the critical path.
3.3.2 Tag-Partitioned (TP) 3D CAM Circuits
With our tag-partitioned (TP) 3D scheduler circuit, we partition half of the broadcast tags on the
top die (A1A0 in Figure 31) and the other half on the bottom die (B1B0). This halves both the
vertical wire-length and the horizontal wire-length of the tag broadcast bus. Since both the height
and the width reduce by half, the wakeup logic area gets reduced to a quarter of the planar wakeup
logic. The comparator loading on the tag broadcast bus remains the same as in the planar circuit.























Figure 30: An entry-partitioned 3D CAM circuit
additional benefits in latency and energy.
The TP design incurs a minor latency overhead of two d2d vias on the critical path. However,
the latency overhead of the two d2d vias is insignificant when compared to the benefits obtained
from reducing the critical path wire-lengths. The comparator match signals are routed through d2d
vias to each of the die. The bid signals are routed through d2d vias to enable the wakeup logic to
bid on either of the select blocksSA andSB. However, the grant signals do not need to be vertically
routed since the select logic block that enables the tag broadcasts on a particular die is co-located
on the same die.
Note that it is also possible to create an alternate partition of the planar CAM circuit in the
3D-integration technology by bit-slicing the individual tags into two halves and placing each half
on one of the two vertically stacked die. IfA1A0 andB1B0 are the two 2-bit tags, we can routeA1
andB1 on the top die andA0 andB0 on the bottom die. While this design has a different d2d via
requirement than our proposed TP design, it provides identical latency/area benefits as compared to



















Figure 31: A tag-partitioned 3D CAM circuit
3.3.3 Extending to More Than Two Die
Without loss of generality, we discuss 4-die-stacked 3D scheduler circuits using entry-partitioning
and tag-partitioning techniques. The 4-die entry-partitioned (EP) scheduler places one quarter of
the RS entries on each die. Additional backside vias are required for routing the bid/grant signals
to/from the select logic. Due to the keep-out regions of the backside vias, a naive routing can lead
to substantial area overhead within the RS entries. However, Figure 32 shows a technique to insert
space between the RS entries and the select logic blocks to avoid disrupting the devices in either the
RS entries or the select logic. This may increase the wire-length slightly, however this increase is
more than offset by the wire length reduction of the long tag broadcast buses.
For the 3D-integrated designs of more than two die, it is important to optimize the backside
via requirements. Using the backside vias for the bid and the grant signals minimizes the overhead
because each of the bid and the grant signal requires a single bit; whereas fanning out the actual
tags across the backside interface would require substantially more backside vias.








between Dies 1 and 2
Figure 32: A 4-die-stacked EP scheduler with extra space allocated for backside vias. Dimen-
sions not to scale.
the inter-die via locations are spread over a large region. To avoid disruptions to the RS layout, one
could place all of the backside vias between the RS entries and the select logic in a fashion similar
to the EP scheduler. This incurs some additional wire delay to communicate between the RS entries
and the backside vias.
Another alternative design would be a hybrid approach where entry partitioning is used to place
half of the entries on one die-pair (0/1), and the other half of the entries on the other die-pair (2/3).
This hybrid technique uses the EP design across the backside via interface. At the F2F interfaces,
either the TP or the EP can be used depending on benefits and feasibility.
3.4 Results
We present the results for the 2-die-stacked and the 4-die-stacked 3D implementations in this sec-
tion. For all simulations, we assume a scheduler that can broadcast up to four 7-bit tags and issue
up to four instructions, per cycle. Such a configuration models the scheduler of a 4-issue processor
with 128 registers. We present our results for schedulers ranging from 20-entries to 120-entries to
chart the trends for both the current and the future high-performance processors.
3.4.1 2-Die-Stacked 3D CAM Benefits
Table 6 shows the latency results for the planar and the 2-die-stacked 3D configurations for sched-
uler entries increasing from 20 to 120 entries. From Table 6, the 3D scheduler circuits have smaller
overall latencies than the planar schedulers for identical number of RS entries. For large instruction
schedulers, the overall latency is dominated by the tag broadcast component. Consequently, the 3D
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Table 6: Scheduler latencies for planar, entry partitioned (EP), and tag partitioned (TP) 2-
die-stacked 3D organizations.
RS Latency (ps) Saving
entries Planar EP(2-die) TP(2-die) % EP % TP
20 577 526 571 8.9 1.1
30 623 562 611 9.7 1.8
40 665 582 645 12.5 3.0
50 703 602 681 14.4 3.0
60 739 627 714 15.1 3.4
70 776 653 743 15.8 4.2
80 804 671 771 16.5 4.1
90 839 702 802 16.3 4.4
100 871 706 828 18.9 5.0
110 902 730 855 19.1 5.2
120 927 747 883 19.4 4.8
technology provides greater relative benefit for large sized schedulers. The latency benefits of the
EP 3D designs are consistently greater than those of the TP 3D designs. This is due to the fact
that the EP has the advantage of both reduced wire-length and reduced comparator loading while
the TP is benefited only by reduced wire-length. Although the TP provides drastic reduction in the
wire-lengths (the TP 3D circuit footprint being a quarter of the original planar circuit footprint), it
does not reduce the comparator loading per broadcast wire. In fact, the benefits of the TP 3D circuit
begins to deteriorate as we increase the number of entries beyond 100 due to the dominating effect
of the comparator loading. The results listed in Table 6 show that the latency can be reduced by
9-19% depending on the number of entries in the scheduler. If the instruction scheduling logic is
the limiting factor of the overall processor frequency [106], then this latency improvement can be
directly translated into performance by increasing the 3D-integrated processor clock speed. Alter-
natively, the 3D-integrated processor frequency can be fixed to be the same as the planar processor
frequency, while increasing the number of entries in the scheduler to expose more instruction level
parallelism. In most situations, a scheduler with approximately twice as many entries can be imple-
mented within the same latency as the original planar circuit. This is largely due to the fact that the
tag broadcast latency scales quadratically with increasing wire length.
We measured the energy consumption of the scheduler circuits using activity profiles collected
from benchmark suites such as SPEC2000 [34] and MediaBench [80]. By combining the scheduler
activity over the period of benchmark program execution and the circuit latency and power data
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Table 7: Scheduler latencies for planar and entry-partitioned (EP) 4-die 3D organizations.
RS Latency (ps) Saving
entries Planar (1-die) EP (4-die) % EP
20 577 506 12.3
30 623 521 16.3
40 665 525 21.1
50 703 548 22.0
60 739 563 23.7
70 776 573 26.2
80 804 578 28.0
90 839 596 29.0
100 871 603 30.8
110 902 617 31.6
120 927 630 32.1
obtained by Hspice circuit simulations, we calculate the energy. For a 20-entry scheduler, we found
that the EP 3D circuit reduces the total energy consumption by 18% over all the benchmarks. For
larger configurations such as the 120-entry case, the energy reduction can be as much as 45%. The
3D designs reduce the energy due to the reduced resistances and capacitances of the wires.
3.4.2 4-Die-Stacked 3D CAM Benefits
We consider only the entry-partitioned (EP) organization because of its superior latency and energy
benefits. Table 7 shows the latencies of 4-die schedulers over a range of sizes. The planar latencies
are repeated here for reference. Overall, the latencies further improve as compared to the 2-die-
stack, ranging from 12-32%. Empirically, it appears that the doubling in the number of die provides
1.5× the benefit. The energy benefits for using the 4-die-stack are similar, with the 20-entry sched-
uler circuit providing up to 25% energy reduction and the 120-entry scheduler circuit providing up
to 67% reduction.
Table 8 shows the results of 3D-integrating other CAM components namely, register alias tables
(RATs), load queues (LQs), and store queues (SQs) using 4-die-stacks. These CAM components
scale poorly in terms of the wire-complexity in modern processors [142]. Note that the latency
benefits of all the CAM circuits in Table 8 are substantial even though they are not as large as some
of the SRAM components such as the L1 caches.
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Table 8: Latency benefits of the 3D-integration technology for other CAM components
Component Size Planar latency (ps) 3D latency (ps) % latency benefit
RAT 594.0 96 entries 378.6 36.3
LQ 345.7 32 entries 253.1 26.8
SQ 336.2 20 entries 248.6 26.1
3.5 Summary of the 3D-Integrated CAM Components
In this chapter, we focused on the CAM based components in the high-performance processors.
3D-integrated CAM components can provide significant benefits in terms of both performance and
power consumption. We demonstrated how the 3D-integration technology can be applied to the
design of the CAM components to reduce the lengths of the critical wires. The reduction in the wire
lengths leads to substantial improvement in both the latency and the energy, thus supporting our




4.1 Overview of This Chapter
In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we provided evidence to support our thesis from the perspective of the
SRAM components and the CAM components respectively. After supporting our thesis statement
from the perspective of the SRAM components and the CAM components, in this chapter, we focus
on the planar and the 3D-integrated designs of the data processing circuits such as arithmetic and
logic units. This chapter presents our designs and results for the data processing components in the
high-performance processors.
In particular, we study several arithmetic circuits such as adders, shifters and multipliers im-
plemented as 2-die-stacks and 4-die-stacks. These arithmetic units represent a broad spectrum of
logic-dominated versus wire-dominated structures and allow us to compare and contrast the benefits
of the 3D-integration technology for different circuits.
Modern microprocessors execute multiple parallel arithmetic operations in a clock cycle to ex-
ploit instruction level parallelism in an application. For example, some of the Intel processors based
on the Core microarchitecture are capable of issuing and executing up to four instructions at a time
and are reported to have about eighteen functional units [63, 62, 126]. The latencies of the arith-
metic units and the number of simultaneously executing arithmetic units (i.e., issue-width) have a
significant influence on the performance of the processor. Thus, designs of arithmetic units such as
adders, multipliers, and shifters are critical in deciding the overall performance of high-performance
microprocessors.
In this chapter, we evaluate the latency and power benefits of both 2-die-stacked and 4-die-
stacked arithmetic units. We demonstrate that the benefits of the 3D-integration technology are the
largest when applied to wire-dominated circuits such as the shifter, and large circuits such as the
multiplier. We investigate the scalability of the 3D die-stacked arithmetic units by comparing their
performance with the corresponding planar circuits. We explore the behavior of the 3D-integrated
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Figure 33: Critical path of an n-bit planar ripple-carry adder
arithmetic circuits with issue-width (number of simultaneously executing functional units in a su-
perscalar processor), transistor sizing, and circuit operating temperature. We demonstrate that the
3D-integrated circuits have better scalability than the planar circuits.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 describes the conventional planar
data processing circuits. Section 4.3 details our implementations of the 3D-integrated data process-
ing circuits. Section 4.4 provides the results and analysis. Section 4.5 summarizes our contributions
and provides some conclusions.
4.2 Planar Data Processing Components
The key to achieving high performance in data processing components is to identify and optimize
the critical (longest delay) paths in the circuits. For example, in an adder circuit, the critical path
is through the carry chain. In this work, we evaluate three types of high-performance functional
units: adders, shifters, and multipliers. In particular, we consider the Brent-Kung (BK) adder [21],
the Sklansky (SK) adder [137] and the Kogge-Stone (KS) adder [74]. We consider a classic barrel
shifter and a carry-save array based multiplier [117]. The comparison of circuits that span a broad
spectrum of wire-delay characteristics helps to illustrate the relative benefits of the 3D-integration
for different circuits. Our analysis also provides insights into the other components in the high-
performance processor that might benefit from the 3D-integrated designs.
4.2.1 Adder Circuits
Adder circuits form the core of many operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, divi-
sion, and address generation. Hence, enhancing the performance of the adder is of great interest.
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Figure 34: 8-bit planar adders (a) Brent-Kung, (b) Sklansky, and (c) Kogge-Stone. The nodes
◦ represent the propagate-generatePG components of the parallel-prefix computation for the
adder’s carry logic, while the wires communicate the different partial-prefix computations
between nodes.
Figure 33 shows the carry chain of a n-bit ripple carry adder. The ripple-carry adder imple-
mented using full-adder cells is usually the smallest and slowest adder. The critical path through the
ripple-carry adder circuit is dominated by the logic delay rather than the wire delay. One of the seri-
ous drawbacks of the ripple-carry adder is that the delay of the carry chain increases linearly with the
operand width, making adders operating on larger bit-widths to be ineffective. Quite a few classic
fast adders such as the carry-skip adder, the carry-select adder, and the carry-lookahead adder [117]
have been proposed in the past to overcome the carry-chain limitation of the ripple-carry adders.
Each of them represents a unique area-time trade-off in the design space. Ladner et al. [78] showed
that the carry-propagation in binary addition is a prefix problem and can be calculated using pre-
fix structures. Besides the straightforward serial-prefix structure (implemented by the ripple-carry
adder) many different parallel-prefix structures exist, which speed up carry-propagation at the cost
of increased area requirements. Identifying the area-delay trade-offs of the parallel-prefix adders is
an interesting problem that has received much research attention.
In the parallel-prefix adders, addition is carried out in three steps, namely pre-processing, carry
generation and post-processing. In the pre-processing step, special signals called generateG and
propagateP signals are extracted from the inputsA andB as shown in Equation 1.
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Pi = Ai + Bi
Gi = AiBi (1)
In the carry generation step, the generate and the propagate signals are used to compute multiple
carry bits simultaneously. The carry bits are computed in multiple stages by recursively combining
the generateG and the propagateP bits as shown in Equation 2.
Ci = Gi + PiCi−1
= Gi + PiGi−1 + PiPi−1Ci−2
...
= Gi + PiGi−1 + . . . + Pi . . . P0Cin (2)
In the post-processing step, the carry bits are used to compute the final sum bits as shown in
Equation 3.
Si = Pi + Ci (3)
Different parallel-prefix adders differ in the ways the generate and the propagate bits are com-
bined in the carry generation step. In terms of hardware implementation, the different parallel-prefix
algorithms differ from each other in terms of depth (circuit speed), size (circuit area), and maximum
fanout, which can be bounded (constant) or unbounded (dependent on the operand width). We chose
three parallel-prefix adders with varying logic requirements and speed characteristics as compared
to the ripple-carry adder. Table 9 summarizes the characteristics of the serial-prefix (Ripple Carry)
and the parallel-prefix adder designs.
Figure 34 illustrates the carry generation logic for each of the adders. While Figure 34 shows
8-bit versions of the adder circuits, all of our results explore larger bit-width adders such as 32-,
64-, and 128-bit adders. Figure 34(a) shows the carry generation tree of an 8-bit Brent-Kung adder.
Brent-Kung (BK) adders share processing nodes and require propagation twice through the tree:
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Table 9: Characteristics of planar adder designs.
Adder Area Speed Maximum fanout
Ripple-Carry (RC) lowest lowest bounded
Brent-Kung (BK) medium medium bounded
Sklansky (SK) high highest unbounded
























Figure 35: Parallel-prefix graph of a 16-bit planar Brent-Kung adder
first in a downward direction when the prefixes are synthesized (① in Figure 34), and then in an
upward direction (② in Figure 34) when the carries are generated. The Brent-Kung parallel-prefix
adder provides a regular and area-efficient design [21]. Figure 35 shows the parallel-prefix graph of
a 16-bit Brent-Kung adder and highlights the critical path. Note that the carry generation requires
traversal through six stages on the critical path.
Figure 34(b) shows an 8-bit Sklansky (SK) adder. The SK adder reduces the number of logic
levels that need to be traversed at the cost of more logic fanout and wiring. Each successive level of
the SK adder has exponentially increasing fanout and uses the parallel-prefix structure first proposed
for conditional-sum adders [137]. As shown in Figure 34(b), the Sklansky adder has a parallel-prefix
structure of minimal depth and therefore is among the fastest adder architectures. Its unbounded-
fanout (dependent on the operand width) property helps reduce circuit area (fewer prefix nodes) but























Figure 36: Parallel-prefix graph of a 16-bit planar Sklansky adder
16-bit Sklansky adder and highlights the critical path through four carry generation stages.
Figure 34(c) shows an 8-bit Kogge-Stone (KS) adder. The KS adder reduces the loading on the
critical path by using additional logic to limit the fanout per processing node to only two. This in
turn decreases the overall circuit latency while increasing the area due to the logic overhead and the
wiring overhead. Similar to the Sklansky adder, the Kogge-Stone adder also has a minimal depth
parallel-prefix structure. Its bounded-fanout property eliminates the need for driving high-fanout
nodes, making it one of the fastest adders in most technologies, but at the cost of more area (more
prefix nodes) and wiring. Figure 37 shows the parallel-prefix graph of a 16-bit Kogge-Stone adder
and highlights the critical path through four carry generation stages. Note the successive increasing
of the wire lengths on the critical path at the deeper stages. This effect is even more pronounced in
higher bit-widths such as 32- and 64-bit adders since N-bit adders havelgN stages.
4.2.2 Barrel Shifter Circuit
The barrel shifter enables shifting the bit positions of an input N-bit number by any number of
positions up to N. Besides a shift operation being a part of most instruction set architectures, shifting
is also used in floating-point arithmetic to align exponents and fractions.
The barrel shifter is a wire-dominated structure since any input bit has to be capable of being
routed to any of the N positions within one or two clock cycles. The barrel shifter accomplishes






































a* − shift control bits 
l/r − left/right shift control signalCritical path
Figure 38: Planar implementation of a 16-bit barrel shifter
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Figure 39: Carry-save array (CSA) (a) multiplier algorithm (b) design (critical path high-
lighted).
corresponding power of two. For example, the barrel shifter in Figure 38 has four stages; the first
stage shifts the input by one bit position, the second stage shifts the value from the first stage by
two bit positions, the third stage shifts the value from the second stage by four bit positions, and
the last stage shifts the value from the third stage by eight bit positions. The shifter is designed to
perform either right shifts or left shifts based on a control input. The worst-case wire length for each
successive stage doubles, as illustrated by the critical path in Figure 38. Furthermore, the height of
each successive stage also increases exponentially as more wiring tracks are required to route the
signals to the appropriate stage inputs. The increase in wire length in both X- and Y-directions leads
to a significant wire-related latency and power at the deeper stages of the shifter.
4.2.3 Multiplier Circuit
Multiplication is an important operation in the datapaths of modern processors. In addition to con-
ventional multiplication, some modern instruction set architectures such as the IBM PowerPC [59]
and the Intel X86 [61] provide support for a multiply-accumulate operation. The most common
multiplier architectures used in high-speed datapaths belong to the class of array multipliers [2, 92].
Some of the challenges of the array multipliers are their high power consumption [92] and large die
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area. An array multiplier may operate on either signed or unsigned numbers and may have either
non-recoded or recoded structure [16, 42].
An array multiplier typically has dense-logic as well as dense-wiring, thus making it an interest-
ing design point for the 3D implementation. Note that the dense-logic, dense-wire characteristics of
the array multiplier is in direct contrast to the logic-dominated adder circuit and the wire-dominated
shifter circuit. Thus, the underlying benefits and trade-offs might be different for the array multiplier
than the adder and the shifter circuits [112, 114]. Our array multiplier uses a well-known multiplier
algorithm called the carry-save algorithm. Figure 39(a) shows a4 × 4 carry-save array (CSA) al-
gorithm implementation. In the carry-save technique, the carry information from adding the rows
of partial products is not combined with the sum information until the very last step. Note that the
sum arrays and the carry arrays are separately propagated until the end, where a carry-completing
adder (e.g., carry-lookahead adder) merges the final sum array and the carry array to produce the
final product bits. Figure 39(b) shows the array multiplier circuit and highlights the critical path.
The critical path is dominated by propagation between the different rows and a rippling component
of carry in the last row.
Figure 40 shows the nodes of a 16-bit planar carry-save array multiplier and highlights the
critical path. Compared to the size of the adders and the barrel shifter, the multiplier circuit has
a large area as well as uniformly dense wires. Note that the critical path has uniform wirelengths
between successive logic nodes unlike the adders and the shifter, which have successively increasing
wirelengths with deeper stages on the critical path.
4.3 3D-Integrated Data Processing Components
We propose designs of the 3D-integrated circuits to reduce the critical wirelengths among the pro-
cessing nodes. By vertically stacking nodes on two (four) die, we reduce the area footprint of the
designs to approximately half (quarter) of the original size.
There are a variety of ways in which the planar critical paths can be partitioned in the 3D-
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Figure 41: (a) An 8-bit planar adder circuit (b) input-partitioned (c) significance-partitioned
(d) odd-even partitioned.
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andY0−7. Figure 41(b) shows the 8-bit arithmetic circuit partitioned in the 3D-integration tech-
nology such that the inputX0−7 is on one die and the other inputY0−7 is on the other die (input-
partitioned 3D). Depending on how the rest of the datapath is 3D-integrated, the input-partitioned
3D designs of arithmetic units may require additional d2d vias to communicate the input values
among the stacked die, in addition to the vias on the critical paths of the arithmetic circuits. In Fig-
ure 41(c), the bits are significance-partitioned such that the lower order bitsX0−3 andY0−3 are on
one die and the higher order bitsX4−7 andY4−7 are on the other die (significance-partitioned 3D).
In Figure 41(d), the adjacent bits of the planar circuit are placed on different die such that the even
bitsX0,2,4,6 andY0,2,4,6 are on one die and the odd bits of the inputsX1,3,5,7 andY1,3,5,7 are on the
other die (odd-even partitioned 3D). The odd-even partitioned 3D circuits shown in Figure 41(d)
may require more d2d vias than the significance-partitioned 3D circuits shown in Figure 41(c) but
may also provide larger benefits by replacing more wires on the critical path with the d2d vias.
We evaluate the significance-partitioned and the odd/even bit-partitioned 3D circuit designs.
Both the designs reduce the wire lengths by replacing many of the wires in the circuit with the
d2d vias. The shortening of the wires on the critical paths reduce the circuit delays. The wirelength
reduction also decreases wire capacitances and hence, reduces the power consumption of the circuit.
The significance-partitioned 3D designs of the arithmetic units may not be able to reduce wires as
much as the odd-even partitioned designs. However, they may provide a global benefit by reducing
the global wires that pass over those blocks, thus providing latency and power benefits for other
circuit paths within the processor.
4.3.1 3D-Integrated Adder Circuits
For each of our 3D-integrated adders, we perform 3D-partitioning with either significance-partitioning
or odd-even bit partitioning.
Figure 42 shows an 8-bit significance-partitioned 3D BK adder. The most significant and least
significant halves of the parallel-prefix tree logic are stacked on top of each other as shown in
Figure 42. The significance-partitioning design has a sparse d2d via requirement since it requires
































Figure 43: Carry generation graph of an 8-bit odd-even partitioned 3D Brent-Kung adder
Figure 43 shows an 8-bit odd-even partitioned (OEP) 3D BK adder. Every other node of the
propagate-generate logic is stacked on top of an adjacent node. This in turn reduces the total width
of the circuit by one half, which reduces the length of each inter-node wire by one half as well.
While all of the critical wires have been halved in length, some have been replaced by the d2d vias.
The additional latency overhead of the d2d via is relatively small and is more than offset by the
corresponding wire length reduction. The odd-even partitioned 3D BK adder needsO(N) d2d vias
for an N-bit adder, which is easily satisfied by the dense d2d interface of the current 3D-integration
technologies.
For the odd-even partitioned (OEP) designs of the Sklansky and the Kogge-Stone adders, we





































Figure 45: Carry generation graph of an 8-bit odd-even partitioned 3D Kogge-Stone adder
lengths by one half. Figure 44 shows an 8-bit SK adder in OEP-3D and Figure 45 shows an 8-bit KS
adder in OEP-3D. The OEP-3D SK adder requiresO(N lg N) d2d vias since the vias are required
at each of thelg N levels of the adder. The OEP-3D SK adder requires the most d2d vias of the
three adders we consider. The OEP-3D KS adder requiresO(N) d2d vias only for the first level
of the propagate-generate logic. Since the d2d vias are required only in the first level, they can be
positioned adjacent to each other along a row. Such regular positioning of the d2d vias may have
benefits in the floorplanning of the 3D-integrated circuits.
4.3.2 3D-Integrated Barrel Shifter Circuit
Similar to the adders, we may 3D-integrate the barrel shifter in either significance-partitioned or
odd-even partitioned designs. In odd-even partitioning, the adjacent nodes are vertically stacked on
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different die, thus shrinking the circuit to half its original dimension in each direction. A partitioning
of the odd and the even bit positions on the two die reduces the lengths of wires in every successive
multiplexing stage, which in turn provides greater latency and power savings with every additional
stage of the circuit.
4.3.3 3D-Integrated Multiplier Circuit
We partition the planar multiplier such that the alternate rows of the array are on different die.
Figure 46(a) shows the processing nodes of a planar4 × 4 multiplier array. The nodes have been
shaded differently for identification purposes. Figure 46(b) shows our proposed design of the 3D-
integrated CSA multiplier. Note that the 3D-integrated multiplier is partitioned differently than the
3D-integrated adders and shifter. The 3D-integrated multiplier has alternate rows on different die
while the 3D-integrated adders and shifter have alternate bit-columns on different die. We observed
that the row partitioning increases the savings on the multiplier critical path. Hence we preferred row
partitioning over column partitioning for the multiplier circuit. The 3D-integrated CSA multiplier
replaces wires on the critical path with the d2d vias as shown in Figure 46, thus reducing the circuit
latency and power.
4.3.4 Extending to More Than Two Die
Note that the 2-die-stacked designs can be naturally extended as stacks of more than two die. In this
section, we discuss 4-die-stacked designs without loss of generality. A 64-bit arithmetic unit can
be significance-partitioned as thirty-two bits per die in the 2-die-stacked design, and as sixteen bits
per die in the 4-die-stacked design. With 4-die-stacking, splitting the alternate bits on adjacent die
makes the design to be modulo-4 partitioned (M4P).
Figure 47 shows a significance-partitioned radix-4 BK adder implemented as a 4-die stack.
Note that the bits are significance-partitioned such that the lower-order bits are on the top die and
the higher-order bits are on the bottom die. With 4-die stacks, the advantage of the modulo-4
partitioned (M4P) 3D-integrated designs over the significance partitioned 3D designs may not be
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Figure 46: (a) Processing nodes and input/output ports of a planar4 × 4 multiplier array
(wires within the array not shown for clarity) (b) 4× 4 3D-integrated carry-save array (CSA)
multiplier with the rows partitioned on different die.
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Figure 48: Bypass wiring complexity (a) Issue-widthIW = 2 (b) IW = 3
4.3.5 Scalability Studies
In this section, we describe the parameters used in our scalability studies, namely issue width,
transistor sizing and operating temperatures.
4.3.5.1 Issue-width
Large issue widths enable microprocessors to execute more arithmetic operations simultaneously.
Unfortunately, increasing the issue-width causes the wire complexity and the area of the micropro-
cessor to increase. Typically, an arithmetic operation (such as addition) requires at least two source
operands. The source operands of a particular arithmetic operation can themselves be the results
generated by other arithmetic operations. If an instruction C has one of its source operands gener-
ated by instruction A and another source operand generated by instruction B, then C is said to be
dependent on A and B. The results generated by A and B may be bypassed to the arithmetic unit
executing C to speed up the execution. As the issue-widthIW of the microprocessor increases, a
given source operand for a given arithmetic operation can be generated by any of theIW arithmetic
units. The circuit required to bypass the results from each arithmetic unit to all the arithmetic units
quickly dominates the delay. Figure 48 shows the increasing wire complexity and the increasing
area when the issue widthIW is increased from two (A0 and A1) to three (A0, A1, and A2). This
rapid increase in the wiring complexity and the area of the bypass circuit increases the latencies of
the individual arithmetic units, since each individual arithmetic unit has to drive longer wires both
within the unit and in between the units.
Given that technology scaling has created an ever widening gap between the relative delay of
logic and wires [64, 18], increasing the issue-width may increase the wire delay of the bypass
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network, thus reducing the benefits of multiple arithmetic units on the overall performance of the
processor.
4.3.5.2 Transistor Sizing
Traditionally, arithmetic unit designers identify one or more critical paths through the arithmetic
circuits and speed up the critical paths with innovative designs and/or transistor sizing [74, 2, 92].
Transistor sizing involves enlarging (or reducing) the width of the channel of a transistor. When
the width of the channel is increased, the current drive capability of the transistor increases, thus
reducing the delay of the output. The undesirable effect of increasing transistor sizes is the increase
in gate capacitances and leakage current. Increased gate capacitances lead to increased switching
power. Also, leakage power has become a critical issue that gets worse with every new technology
generation [64, 123, 55]. Since leakage power is sensitive to temperature and vice versa, increas-
ing leakage power also increases temperatures. This creates a leakage-temperature feedback loop
that might lead to thermal runaways. In summary, transistor sizing for performance may lead to
increased power consumption and worsening power density issues. Hence, transistor sizing has to
be balanced with power budget and thermal considerations. In this exploration, we compare the
latency and the energy profiles of the 3D-integrated circuits with those of the planar circuits for
different transistor widths.
4.3.5.3 Operating Temperature
When the circuits operate at higher temperatures, they experience a latency degradation due to
reduced carrier mobility and increased wire resistances. We study the impact of increased operating
temperature on the latency degradation of the planar and the 3D circuits. We explore whether the
3D-integrated circuits experience a worse latency degradation than the planar circuits due to their
higher thermal profiles.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 3D-Integrated Adder Benefits
Table 10 shows the latencies and energy consumptions for the planar and the 2-die-stacked 3D
adder circuits, without including the bypass wiring complexity. The top portion of Table 10 shows
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Table 10: Latency and energy benefits of the 2-die-stacked 3D circuits compared to the planar
circuits. The columns marked ‘%’ show the relative reduction in latency and energy. Note that
these results are for stand-alone functional units and do not take bypass wiring into account.
(The best 64-bit 3D-integrated configurations are shown in bold font).
Significance Odd-even
Planar Latency (ps) partitioned partitioned
Bits BK SK KS Latency %
32 333.82 266.12 193.40 0.01 3.58 4.35 2.21 4.39 5.25
64 392.38 440.84 238.74 0.26 4.12 5.48 0.90 4.85 7.37
128 449.33 784.59 299.33 0.03 4.51 9.47 0.44 6.05 13.05
Significance Odd-even
Planar Energy (pJ) partitioned partitioned
Bits BK SK KS Energy %
32 4.00 3.21 4.49 -0.26 5.50 5.27 1.95 7.40 5.78
64 9.49 9.90 11.09 0.53 8.37 6.13 0.64 8.31 7.12
128 22.03 39.37 27.32 0.81 12.05 9.21 0.44 14.64 11.22
the planar latencies and the percent latency benefits of the 3D-integrated adder circuits. The bottom
portion of Table 10 shows the planar energy consumption and the percent energy benefits of the 3D-
integrated adder circuits. Since the adders are logic-dominated structures, the benefits are modest.
Overall, the odd-even partitioned circuits provide larger latency benefits than the significance-
partitioned circuits. This is expected since the odd-even partitioned circuits reduce more wires than
the significance-partitioned circuits. With increasing bit widths, the number of levels in the carry
generation tree and the overall size of the circuit also increase, hence increasing the wires used
by the design. As we see from Table 10, with increasing bit-widths, the relative latency benefit
increases, thus illustrating that the 3D-integration technology can effectively target wire delay.
Figure 49 shows the percent latency distributions of the planar and the odd-even partitioned 3D
implementations of the 64-bit versions of the three adders. The BK adder, being the least wire-
dominated adder, derives little benefit from the 3D-integration. The corresponding stages in both
the planar and the 3D circuits have similar contributions to the overall delay, thus making the overall
savings of the 3D BK adder to be small. The 3D SK adder provides larger benefit than the 3D BK
adder. In Figure 49, the later stages of the 3D SK adder have gradually increasing latency savings.
Although the SK adder has longer wires at the later stages of the carry generation tree, it also has
increasing logic complexity due to the exponentially increasing fan-outs of the later stages. The





















   



























Figure 49: Latency distributions and savings for various 64-bit adders.
Note that the 3D-integrated circuits provide simultaneous benefits in both latency and energy.
The extent of simultaneous benefits provided by the 3D-integrated circuits depend on the wire-
length characteristics of the planar design. The BK adder, being less influenced by the 3D-integration,
derives less energy benefit from the 3D implementation. Although the 3D KS adder provides the
largest benefit in terms of latency, it does not provide as large a benefit as the 3D SK adder in terms
of energy. The overall energy reduction in the KS adder is less than the SK adder because the large
amount of logic duplication in the KS adder reduces the relative power contribution of the wires.
This demonstrates that different 3D-integrated arithmetic unit designs may be used to optimize for
different design objectives such as latency and energy.
Figure 50 shows the latencies of both significance-partitioned (SP) and modulo-4 partitioned
(M4P) 4-die-stacked 3D adder implementations. Note that the latency benefits of the modulo-4
partitioned 3D circuits are comparable to those of the significance partitioned 3D circuits. With
4-die implementations, the d2d vias are required to be etched through the backside and hence incur
area penalty. Due to the larger d2d via overhead, 4-die-stacked M4P 3D designs provide similar









































M4P – Modulo-4 partitioned
Figure 50: Latency for 4-die-stacked 3D implementations of various adders.
Table 11: Latency and energy benefits of the 3D-integrated shifter compared to the planar
shifter circuit. (results do not take bypass wiring into account).
Bits Latency Energy
Planar 3D Benefit Planar 3D Benefit
(ps) (ps) % (pJ) (pJ) %
32 256.65 240.45 6.31 2.87 2.74 4.71
64 328.33 291.79 11.13 7.12 6.55 7.98
128 452.68 362.26 19.97 18.25 15.81 13.37
4.4.2 3D-Integrated Barrel Shifter Benefits
The results for the 3D barrel shifter in Table 11 demonstrate that the 3D-integration can provide
even greater benefits when the wire-delay component dominates the overall circuit delay. The 64-
bit 3D-integrated barrel shifter exhibits a 11% latency improvement with a simultaneous 8% benefit
in energy. We also evaluated 4-die-stacked 3D implementations of the barrel shifter. We found the
64-bit, 4-die-stacked 3D implementation of the barrel shifter to provide 16% latency improvement
with a simultaneous 12% benefit in energy.
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Table 12: Latency and energy benefits of the 3D-integrated multiplier compared to the planar
multiplier circuit. (results do not take bypass wiring into account).
Bits Latency Energy
Planar 3D Benefit Planar 3D Benefit
(ps) (ps) % (pJ) (pJ) %
32 986.08 840.09 14.81 4.50 3.98 11.72
64 2234.00 1654.50 25.94 12.41 9.85 20.64
128 5721.10 3278.10 42.70 36.03 23.51 34.73
4.4.3 3D-Integrated Multiplier Benefits
Table 12 shows the benefits of the 3D-integrated carry-save array (CSA) multiplier compared to the
planar CSA multiplier. The benefits of the 3D-integrated CSA multiplier are larger than either the
3D-integrated adders or the 3D-integrated shifter due to the large size of the multipliers resulting in
long wirelengths on the critical path. For example, a N-bit multiplier hasO(N) wires on the critical
path as compared to a N-bit barrel shifter that hasO(lgN) wires on the critical path. Replacing each
of the wires on the critical path with d2d vias provides a large overall benefit. A 64-bit 3D-integrated
multiplier provides a 26% latency improvement with a simultaneous 21% benefit in energy. Even
though the CSA multiplier does not have successively increasing wire segments, it derives a large
benefit due to the large number of wires getting replaced by the d2d vias. We have already seen
in Chapter 2 that the 3D-integration offers significant benefits in implementing large components
such as on-chip caches, register files, and branch-prediction tables. The benefits provided by the 3D-
integrated multipliers offer further proof that the 3D-integration effectively addresses the wire-delay
issues in large components.
4.4.4 Scalability Results
We explore the scalability of the planar and the 3D-integrated circuits with increasing issue widths,
transistor sizing, and temperature.
4.4.4.1 Issue-width
Figure 51 shows the latency impact on the planar KS adders due to increasing issue-widths. Note
that with larger bit-widths, the rate of degradation of latency is also higher. With larger bit-widths,
the overall area of the circuit increases, thus increasing the wirelengths. We observed a similar trend
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Figure 51: Latency versus issue width for the 64-bit planar KS adder.
across all the arithmetic units that we analyzed.
Table 13 shows the percent delay improvements of various 2-die-stacked OEP-3D arithmetic
circuits (64-bits) for increasing issue-widths. As issue-widths increase, the shifter, being already
a wire dominated circuit with successively increasing wire delays at deeper levels, is impacted
greatly by the additional area required by the bypass circuit. Hence, with increasing issue-widths,
the shifter derives the largest benefit from 3D-integration. The adder and the multiplier circuits
suffer less wire-increases due to the increasing issue-widths, and hence derive less benefit than the
shifter. Note that the multiplier circuits are larger than the adder circuits (longer wires) and hence
provide larger benefits. Thus the benefits of the 3D technology are dependent on the logic- and
wire-densities of the original designs. As the issue-width increases to six, the latency benefits raise
to∼48% for the barrel shifter.
Figure 52 shows the comparison of energy consumption for the 64-bit planar KS adder circuit
and the 64-bit 3D-integrated KS adder circuit with increasing issue-widths. Note that the planar
circuits have a much higher increase in the total energy consumption compared to the 3D-integrated
circuits, as the issue-width increases. The planar circuits have a much higher rate of increase in
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Table 13: Percent improvement in delays of various 64-bit, 2-die 3D-integrated arithmetic
circuits (odd-even partitioned)
Issue width % KS Adder % Barrel Shifter % CSA Multiplier
2 15.43 30.13 26.51
3 18.16 36.23 30.54
4 21.07 40.74 34.61
5 24.63 44.2 37.28
6 25.68 47.27 40.61

























Figure 52: Energy comparison of the 64-bit planar and the 64-bit 3D-integrated KS adder
circuits with increasing issue-widths.
delay than the 3D-integrated circuits, thus causing their energy to increase at a faster rate. Thus,
the 3D-integrated circuits have better energy scalability with increasing issue-widths than the planar
circuits.
4.4.4.2 Transistor Sizing
Figure 53 shows the latency trends of the 64-bit planar KS adder and the 64-bit 3D-integrated KS
adder due to transistor sizing in a 4-issue processor configuration. The drive-strengths as well as
the gate loads increase with increased transistor sizing. Until the drive-strength reaches the optimal
capacity to drive the load, the overall latency decreases for both the planar and the 3D-integrated
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Figure 53: Latency versus transistor sizing for the planar and the 3D-integrated KS adder
circuits (64-bit, 4-wide issue).
adders. Once the circuit has achieved sufficient drive-strength, further increases in the transistor
sizes do not decrease latency and may even lead to latency degradation due to the increasing gate
load. Given that the latency trends are similar for both the planar and the 3D-integrated circuits, we
conclude that the same design procedures that are used to size the transistors in the planar circuits
can be used for the transistor sizing in the 3D-integrated circuits.
Next, we consider the impact of transistor sizing on the energy consumption of the 64-bit pla-
nar KS adder and the 64-bit 3D-integrated KS adder circuits in Figure 54. As the transistor sizes
increase, the energy consumption also increases. With increased transistor sizes, switching capac-
itances increase, thus increasing the energy consumption. Increased transistor sizes also increase
the leakage currents. As the transistor sizes increase, the energy consumption of the 3D-integrated
adder increases slower than that of the planar adder due to the reduced wires.
For power-conscious designs, the latency benefits of the 3D circuits can potentially be traded
to further reduce the power consumption. The circuit designers may be able to replace fast, leaky
transistors in the planar designs with slow, less leaky transistors in the 3D-integrated designs and still
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Figure 54: Effect of transistor sizing on the energy consumption of 64-bit, planar and 3D-
integrated KS adders.
Table 14: Power benefit due to downsizing the transistors on the 3D-integrated KS adder
circuits
Bit-width Planar latency 3D latency Power benefit
(ps) (ps) (%)
32 216.93 211.18 38.09
64 291.37 284.48 55.87
128 412.80 405.11 71.65
meet the latency target for the overall design. One particular example is to reduce the transistor sizes
in the 3D-integrated circuits such that the 3D-integrated circuits operate within the same latency as
the corresponding planar circuits, but at a lower power consumption. Table 14 shows the potential
power benefits, when the transistors on the 3D KS adder circuits are resized until their latencies are
approximately the same as the corresponding planar circuits. The last column in Table 14 shows
the percent power saving that can be realized when the 3D-integrated circuits operate at the same





































Figure 55: Latency degradation of the planar and the 3D KS adder circuits due to temperature
increase from 25C to 100C.
4.4.4.3 Operating Temperature
Next, we look at the latency degradation due to increased operating temperature of the circuits. Fig-
ure 55 shows the latency degradation of the planar and the 3D-integrated circuits when the operating
temperature increases from 25C to 100C. When the circuits operate at higher temperatures, they ex-
perience latency degradation due to reduced carrier mobility and increased wire resistances. Since
the 3D-integrated circuits reduce the wires, they experience a lower rate of latency degradation than
the planar circuits for increasing operating temperatures and issue-widths.
4.5 Summary of the 3D-Integrated Data Processing Components
In this chapter, we showed that the 3D-integration provides simultaneous reductions in wire lengths,
latency, and power in the design of data processing components, thus supporting our thesis state-
ment for the data processing components in the high-performance processors. For wire-dominated
circuits such as barrel shifters and large circuits such as array multipliers, the 3D-integration can
provide large simultaneous benefits in both performance and power consumption. Logic-dominated
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circuits such as adders may not gain as much from 3D implementations, but the 3D-integration
may still provide benefits by reducing the bypass wires between the circuits rather than within the
circuits. We demonstrated that the 3D-integrated circuits have better scalability than the planar
circuits in the face of increasing issue-widths, transistor sizing, and operating temperatures. The
relative benefits of the 3D technology will increase in future technology generations, making it a
very attractive option for future designs. The superior scalability of the 3D-integrated circuits may
play a crucial role in extending the silicon road-map for a few more technology generations.
While the SRAM components, the CAM components and the data processing components ac-
count for a large portion of the circuits in modern processors, there are many other miscellaneous
components that we have not explicitly modeled in any of the chapters so far. Some of such com-
ponents are decoder programmable logic arrays (PLAs), microcode read-only-memories (ROMs) in
x86 processors, lookup tables for SRT dividers, and dependence-checking logic for register renam-
ing.
Components such as the decoder programmable logic arrays (PLAs), the microcode read-only-
memories (ROMs) in x86 processors, and the lookup tables for SRT dividers have underlying array
structures and can be classified to have similar circuit profiles as the SRAM components. We believe
that these components would observe similar benefits from a 3D implementation as the SRAM
components depending on their sizes.
Logic-dominated components such as the dependence-checking logic have similar circuit pro-
files as the adder circuits and may derive only a moderate benefit from the 3D implementations.
However, the 3D implementation of such logic-dominated components may still provide a global
benefit even if their own latency and/or power remain unaffected. By reducing the footprints of such
components, the lengths of the global wires that pass over those components may be reduced, thus
providing latency and power benefits for other circuits. Such floorplan-related wire reduction may
be able to remove entire pipeline stages, such as the stages in the Intel NetBurst microarchitecture
that are primarily for driving a signal from one part of the chip to another [57].
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Part III
“The truth. It is a beautiful and terrible thing, and should therefore be treated with great caution.”
– J. K. Rowling,Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone, 1997.
3D-Integrated High-Performance Processors
Thesis statement: 3D-integration provides simultaneous performance and power benefits to
build high-performance microprocessors, while keeping the worst-case temperature under
control.
Previously, in Part II, we studied several processor components and demonstrated the simul-
taneous performance and power benefits of the 3D-integrated components in support of our thesis
statement. Note that the latency/power benefits of the individual processor components may not nec-
essarily translate directly into overall processor performance benefits. Some critical circuits such
as the wakeup-select loop [106], branch resolution loop, and load resolution loop [17] may influ-
ence the performance more significantly than the other components. In this part of the dissertation,
we evaluate the performance and power of 3D-integrated processors using a detailed experimental
evaluation procedure.
We demonstrate that the 3D-integrated processors can provide simultaneous performance and
power benefits. While the 3D-integration technology provides simultaneous benefits in performance
and power, stacking multiple die increases power density. The increased power density may exac-
erbate existing hotspots and may even create new hotspots [157]. Performance benefits due to the
3D-integration can potentially be nullified due to frequent thermal emergencies. Thermal man-
agement is already a significant problem in current planar processors and researchers are focusing
efforts on designing temperature-aware microarchitectures [135, 136]. In the previous chapters, we
deferred the thermal analysis of the 3D-integrated components since the temperatures depend not
only on the power consumption of the component but also on other factors such as the floorplan,
power dissipation of the adjacent components, and application-dependent activity factors.
In contrast to Part II of the dissertation, this part (Part III) focuses on the power density and
temperature challenges in addition to the performance and power issues of the high-performance
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processor designs. We address the thermal challenges in high-performance 3D-integrated proces-
sors [115, 113], besides evaluating the simultaneous performance and power benefits at the proces-
sor level. We propose microarchitectural techniques [115] to control the worst-case temperature on
3D-integrated processors.
To enable detailed thermal analysis for the planar and our 3D-integrated processors, we create
the floorplans for the processors. We collect the activity factors while the processors run various
benchmark suites. This performance analysis procedure provides us with relevant data to perform
the thermal analysis. While our absolute results depend on our assumptions related to the floorplans,
the general trends will hold for other floorplans and microarchitectures.
We conclude this dissertation by demonstrating that the 3D-integrated processors can simulta-




5.1 Overview of This Chapter
We describe the 3D-integrated processors based on a planar high-performance processor and eval-
uate their performance and power benefits. We perform temperature analysis of the planar and
the 3D-integrated processors. Our 3D-integrated processors provide simultaneous performance and
power benefits, furnishing further evidence in support of our thesis statement. Our 3D-integrated
processors demonstrate two different approaches to improve performance: clock speed improve-
ments (3D-integrated processors with identical microarchitectural configurations as the baseline
planar processor run at a higher clock frequency due to wire reduction), and IPC improvements
(3D-integrated processors accommodate larger-sized modules than the planar processors for the
same clock delay and run at the planar clock frequency) Our 3D-integrated processors demonstrate
the simultaneous benefits of the 3D-integration and highlight the power density and thermal issues
related to the 3D-integration technology.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 introduces our planar and 3D-
integrated processor configurations. Section 5.3 describes our evaluation framework for circuit la-
tency, power, and temperature estimations. Section 5.4 presents our latency, power, and temperature
results. Section 5.5 summarizes our results and concludes the 3D-integrated processors.
5.2 Planar and 3D-Integrated Processors
5.2.1 Baseline Planar Processor
We model our planar processor based on the Alpha 21364 [10, 48, 71, 94, 49, 134] processor shown
whose details are shown in Figure 56. Figure 56(a) shows a die photograph and the floorplan of the
Alpha 21364 processor. The Alpha 21364 processor [49] consists of an Alpha 21264 core flanked
by L2 cache on three sides. Figure 56(b) shows the block level details and floorplan of the Alpha
21264 core [71]. Figure 56(c) shows the details of the integer execution core (EBox) of the Alpha
21264 processor. Note that the integer execution core consists of two clusters, namely Cluster 0 and
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Table 15: Parameters of our baseline planar processor
Parameter Value
Instr/Data L1 caches 64 KB
L2 Cache 1 MB
Branch Predictor 4 KB (tournament predictor)
DTLB 128 entries
ITLB 128 entries
Integer Register File 80 entries
FP Register File 80 entries (4r+2w)
Integer RAT 80 entries
FP RAT 80 entries
Integer Scheduler 20 entries
FP Scheduler 16 entries
Load/Store Queue 32/32 entries
Reorder Buffer 80 entries
Integer ALUs 12
FP ALUs 4
Cluster 1. The Alpha 21264 splits the integer register file into two clusters that contain duplicates
of the 80-entry register file [71]. The Alpha architects used the clustered approach to overcome the
poor scaling of register file latency and area limitation posed by the large multi-ported register file.
Alpha 21264’s 4-issue integer execution core which would normally require an 8-read port, 4-write
port register file. Instead, the architects chose to duplicate the entire contents of the register file
such that each copy only needs half as many read ports [71], but the same number of write ports.
Two full copies of a moderately ported register file proved to be smaller and faster than a single
highly-ported structure.
Table 15 shows the parameters of our baseline planar processor.
We model the 3D processors by either partitioning and stacking the planar components such
that a part of each component resides on each stacked die or by stacking the whole units on one of
the die, depending on benefits and feasibility. We evaluate both 2-die-stacked and 4-die-stacked 3D
implementations of the baseline planar processor.
5.2.2 2-Die-Stacked 3D-Integrated Processors
For the 2-die-stacked 3D implementation, we partition and stack the SRAM-based components such
as caches and register files with half the entries each die ( Chapter 2). Similarly, we stack the CAM-
based components such as instruction schedulers with half the entries on each die ( Chapter 3).
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Figure 56: Baseline planar processor (a) Die photograph and floorplan of the Alpha 21364 [49]
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Figure 57: (a) Our baseline planar floorplan for the 21364 core, L2 cache not shown, (b) a
compacted 3D-integrated 2-die-stacked floorplan.
the operands are processed on each of the die or whole units are placed on one of the stacked die
depending on benefits and feasibility ( Chapter 4).
The first 3D-integrated processor that we evaluate is loosely based on the Alpha 21364 as shown
in Figure 56(a). Its architectural configuration is identical to the planar configuration shown in Ta-
ble 15.
Figure 57(a) repeats the original planar processor floorplan for convenience, and Figure 57(b)
shows our 2-die-stacked 3D processor. After reducing the footprints of each of the components, we
manually compacted the processor floorplan. Since the original floorplan was not designed with
3D-integration in mind, we end up with some unutilized regions on the floorplan. Most of the
refloorplanning and compaction happened in a fairly straightforward manner.
The 3D-integrated processor illustrated in Figure 57(b) provides performance benefits by en-
abling a faster clock frequency. We call this 2-die-stacked 3D processor 21364f2 since it is the
identical microarchitecture as the original planar baseline, but with faster frequency. To achieve an
overall frequency improvement, the latency of all critical paths must be reduced. While the 3D-
integration may be able to accomplish this, it is also reasonable to argue that for many processor
designs it is difficult to retime all of the critical paths.
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An alternative use of the 3D-integration is to keep the original planar floorplan as shown in
Figure 57(a), but make use of the additional integration capacity to increase the processor resources
(e.g., more instruction queue entries, larger register files, branch predictor tables). We call this 2-
die-stacked 3D processor 21364++2 since it is identical in floorplan as the original planar 21364,
but with larger resources.
5.2.3 4-Die-Stacked 3D-Integrated Processors
For the 4-die-stacked 3D-integrated processor, we partition the various microarchitectural compo-
nents on each of the four stacked die. We combine various stacking strategies to achieve a balanced
floorplan. For example, by making the first 3D-partition in the X- direction and then making the sec-
ond partition in the Y- direction, and repeating it for all the components, we obtain a 4-die-stacked
3D floorplan that is identical to the planar floorplan except for a halving of length in both the X- and
Y- directions, which makes the footprint to be a quarter of the baseline planar processor footprint.
With such partitioning, the 2-die-(4-die-)stacked 3D designs will have approximately half (quarter)
the footprint as the planar design.
We consider the 4-die-stacked 3D versions of the baseline planar processor. In this design, the
floorplan is similar to that of the 2-die-stacked processor shown in Figure 57(b), except that the
components are now split across four layers. As a result, the footprint of each component is further
decreased and the overall processor floorplan can be further compacted, as depicted in Figure 58(b).
The 3D-integrated processor illustrated in Figure 58(b) provides performance benefits by enabling a
faster clock frequency, that is even higher than the 21364f2. We call this 4-die-stacked 3D processor
21364f4 since it is the identical microarchitecture as the original planar baseline, but with faster
frequency. Similarly, we also evaluate a 4-die-stacked version of 21364++4.
5.3 Experimental Procedure
5.3.1 Circuit Latency and Energy
Using critical-path Hspice simulations as explained in Part II, we evaluate the latency and energy for
the planar, the 2-die-stacked and the 4-die-stacked 3D processors. Note that the fast 3D-integrated
processors (21364f2 21364f4) have reduced footprints than the baseline planar processor, with the
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Figure 58: (a) Our baseline planar floorplan for the 21364 core, L2 cache not shown, (b) a
compacted 3D-integrated 4-die-stacked floorplan.
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3D-integrated circuits to proportionally increase their clock frequency which in turn increases the
power consumption.
The ++ 3D-integrated processors (21364++2 21364++4) have identical footprints as the baseline
planar processor. These 3D processors run at the same frequency as the planar processor, but provide
higher performance due to larger-sized resources. We run Hspice simulations to find the largest
possible sizes of the 3D circuits, that can be implemented without exceeding the corresponding
latency of the planar circuit.
Using the Hspice framework, we obtain the latency and power data for the various components.
After obtaining the power data, we perform detailed temperature simulations of the planar and the
3D-integrated circuits using a temperature simulation tool called HotSpot (version 3.0.2) from the
University of Virginia [136].
5.3.2 Temperature Analysis
HotSpot can model multiple layers of silicon and metal required to represent a 3D processor.
HotSpot requires power consumption data and floorplan data as inputs and generates the tempera-
tures for various functional blocks. Using HotSpot, we simulate each die on the 3D stack as three
layers: bulk silicon, active silicon, and the metal layer. The planar and the 3D models include the
physical and the electrical details of metal routing (A), active devices (B), thinned bulk silicon sub-
strate (C), d2d vias between each adjacent pair of die (F2F and B2B), heat spreader (D), and heat
sink (E).
Figure 59(a) shows our planar integrated circuit modeled as five layers: metal layers (A), active
silicon (B), bulk silicon (C), heat spreader (D) and heat sink (E). The heat spreader is attached to the
bulk silicon with a thermal interface material [124]. Figure 59(b) and (c) show our 2-die-stacked
and 4-die-stacked 3D-integrated circuits respectively.
We compute an average specific heat capacity (SHC) and thermal resistivity (TR) of the metal
layer taking into account the proportion of the metal and inter-layer dielectric on each of the layers.
We obtained the material properties, listed in Table 16 from the CRC handbook [35]. For the
interface between adjacent die, we compute an average SHC and an average TR based on the fraction
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F − Die−to−die Vias (F2F)
G − Die−to−die Vias (B2B)
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Figure 59: (a) A planar integrated circuit (b) A 2-die-stacked 3D-integrated circuit (c) A 4-
die-stacked 3D-integrated circuit (Figures not to scale)
Table 16: Material properties






the via pitch, which results in a 25% copper occupancy (75% air) at the die-to-die interface. The
heat spreader is attached to the bulk silicon with a thermal interface material [124]. We use a phase
change metallic alloy [124] for the thermal interface material (TIM) between the bulk silicon layer




Table 17 shows the latencies of our baseline planar components as well as the 2-die-stacked and the
4-die-stacked processors. We also list the largest-sized 3D circuit that can be implemented without
exceeding the corresponding latency of the planar circuit. For example, the planar L1 cache is of
size 64 KB and requires 1536 ps for a read access. The 2-die-stacked 64 KB L1 cache (present in
21364f2) requires only 1159 ps for the read access and the 4-die-stacked 64 KB L1 cache (present
in 21364f4) requires only 979 ps. With 2-die-stacked implementation, we can implement a 128 KB
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Table 17: HSpice timing results for various microarchitectural modules for planar, 3D 2-die-
stacked and 3D 4-die-stacked implementations, and the largest size implementable for each
module without exceeding the latency of the corresponding planar implementation.
Module/ 2D 3D 2-layer
Circuit Latency (ps) Latency (ps) % Speedup Largest Size
L1 Cache (64KB) 1536 1159 24.5% 128KB
L2 Cache (1MB) 3551 2834 20.2% 1MB
BPred - (Local/Global/Meta:2/1/1KB) 760 667 12.3% (2/2/2)
Load/Store Queue (32 each) 252 185 26.5% 44 entry
Int RAT (80 regs) 347 241 30.5% 120 regs
Int Issue Queue (20 entry) 467 416 11.0% 40 entry
Intra-Cluster Int Bypass 224 201 10.3% —
Cross-Cluster Int Bypass 447 310 30.7% —
Module/ 3D 4-layer
Circuit Latency (ps) % speedup Largest Size
L1 Cache (64KB) 979 36.3% 256KB
L2 Cache (1MB) 2129 40.1% 2MB
BPred - (Local/Global/Meta:2/1/1KB) 615 19.1% (2/4/4)
Load/Store Queue (32 each) 154 38.8% 80 entry
Int RAT (80 regs) 189 45.6% 160 regs
Int Issue Queue (20 entry) 396 15.1% 80 entry
Intra-Cluster Int Bypass 190 15.3% —
Cross-Cluster Int Bypass 246 45.0% —
cache to run within 1536 ps (planar L1 cache latency). So the 21364++2 contains a 128 KB L1
cache running within the same latency as the planar 64 KB cache.
Most of our circuits are implemented in static CMOS logic. Hence, some of the absolute latency
values may be slower than expected. This results in conservative speedup estimates since wire
delay would consume a larger fraction of the clock period in dynamic logic implementations. More
aggressive custom logic design would likely result in an even greater relative 3D-integration benefit.
Different modules in Table 17 exhibit different amounts of latency improvements due to differ-
ences in the impacts of wire delays. Some circuits are more wire-dominated than the others due to
the differences in capacity and port requirements. In determining the clock frequency of a processor,
not all of the components are limiting factors. For example, since there are no single-cycle floating
point instructions, the FP issue queue can be pipelined and may not directly help nor hinder the
overall cycle time. Palacharla [106] identified the integer scheduling logic and the bypass network
as critical cycle-time limiters [106]. We focus our attention on these two modules (for both the
planar and 3D-integrated cases), and use these as an approximation of the overall processor clock
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frequency benefit1. We take the smaller of the two improvements as the expected cycle time reduc-
tion. The 2-die-stacked 3D processor provides a 10.3% frequency boost, and the 4-die-stacked 3D
processor provides a 15.1% improvement.
5.4.2 Power Consumption
3D-stacked circuits can reduce power consumption because the shorter wire lengths present less
capacitance to the driving logic. Furthermore, it is important to note that this power reduction is
in addition toany latency benefits from having shorter wires. When we use the 3D-integration to
increase the sizes of the components, we may expect to see power increases.
It is important to note that in our higher frequency floorplans, we are not adding capacitance
in the same fashion as repipelining (increasing the pipeline stages) of a planar processor. In the
planar processor, the pipeline’s total non-latch latency is constant, and this latency is redistributed
over a larger number of pipeline stages due to repipelining. This adds power in the form of more
pipeline latches and their associated microarchitectural changes to maintain performance in the
deeper pipeline (e.g., aggressive speculative scheduling and the associated replays, and deeper and
more complex bypass networks). This results in bothC andf increasing in theP = 12CV
2fα
equation. When using 3D-integration to achieve a higher clock speed, we reduce the total non-latch
latency required to execute the instruction by eliminating a portion of the total wire delay, but the
microarchitecture remains largely unchanged. In 3D processors,f increases butC decreases, which
may help the processors to extract more power benefits.
The overall power benefit varies depending on the 3D configuration. When considering the
reduction in energy consumption of the entire processor, 21364f2 achieves a 8.52% overall energy
reduction. However, thepowerconsumption is affected by the frequency increase, and the net effect
is that the power increases by 0.9%. Despite the fact that many components in 21364++2 are larger,
there is actually an overall power reduction of 3.46%. One of the reasons for the overall power re-
duction is the increased hit rate of the larger L1 cache that results in a lower access frequency of the
L2 cache. For the 4-die-stacked 3D configurations, the overall power benefits are even better: 16.7%
1We do realize that theabsolutelatencies differ which is a result of a variety of assumptions that we made in the
designs, layout and floorplanning of the circuits. We believe that the relative benefit is still representative of the cycle
time improvements achievable in practice.
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for 21364f4 (including the effects of the increased frequency) and 12.87% for the 21364++4. The
shorter wire lengths reduce the amount of capacitance that must be switched, but perhaps just as im-
portantly, they reduce the total resistance as well. The reduction in both resistance and capacitance
of the wire results in a significant overall power reduction.
While our focus is on using the 3D-integration to extract more performance, another alternative
is to use the 3D-integration to implement low-power processors. The wire-length reduction of
the 3D-integrated circuits can provide latency savings, and this latency reduction can be traded
for further power reduction. Besides simple voltage scaling (which is becoming more difficult as
the on-chip supply voltages are already 1V or less), other options include replacing power-hungry
dynamic logic with CMOS gates, reducing the transistor sizes (also decreases leakage), using slower
transistor implementations such as thicker oxides and higher threshold voltages (both of which are
used in the Sony Cell SPE [144]), or using longer channels or stacked transistors (reduces leakage).
5.4.3 Temperature
We demonstrated that the benefits of the 3D processors increase as we stack more die, due to suc-
cessive reductions in wire lengths. However, as we stack more die, the power density increases
due to vertical stacking of the active devices and reduced die footprints, thus causing the on-chip
temperatures to increase. Also, the die located further from the heat sink experience a longer heat
dissipation path to the heat sink. In this section, we analyze the temperatures on the 3D-integrated
processors. We begin by presenting the effect of power density.
5.4.3.1 Power Density
We assume that the total power consumption of each of the components on the 3D processor is
uniformly distributed among the corresponding stacked partitions of the block. For example, if the
planar arithmetic adder consumes a power of 300 milliwatts and our Spice circuit simulation of the
2-die-stacked 3D adder shows a power reduction of 5% over the planar adder (285 milliwatts), we
assign the power consumption of the 2-die 3D adder to be 142.5 milliwatts per die. We similarly
assign the power consumption of other components on each of the die. Note that this may be a
conservative assumption in terms of power density since it is possible to self-stack some circuit
























































































Figure 60: Temperatures of components on the planar and the 3D-integrated processors
consider a planar cache that has 256 lines. The 2-die 3D implementation may stack 128 lines on
each die. The address decoding logic of the 3D cache selects only one of the two die based on the
input address. Thus, the address decoding logic generates activity and power dissipation on only
one of the die, thus cutting the overall switching power roughly in half. This power reduction might
offset the halving of the 3D processor footprint and cause the 3D power density to be roughly the
same as that of the planar processor. Also, if different functional components are stacked, they may
not both be actively dissipating power simultaneously. For example, if an integer adder is stacked
on an integer multiplier, only one of them might be active based on the application requirements.
Figure 60 shows the die temperatues of the planar and the 3D-integrated processors based on
our temperature analysis. From Figure 60, the maximum temperature on the planar processor is
307.9 K. The corresponding maximum temperatures on the 2-die and the 4-die 3D implementations
are 320.5 K (12.6 K increase over the planar processor) and 334.1 K (26.2 K increase over the
planar processor), respectively. Note that the rough doubling of the power density experienced by
the 3D-integrated processors has lead to only a moderate increase (12.6 K and 26.2 K for 2-die and

























































































Figure 61: Temperatures on each of the four die on a 4-die-stacked 3D processor
from our experiments is in contrast to the data published by prior research where the 2-die-stacked
3D-integrated processors are reported to increase the on-chip temperatures by as much as 50 K [29,
60]. The large difference in the reported temperatures can be explained by the fact that our model
includes the current technology advancements such as wafer thinning, copper metallization, and
efficient packaging materials [124].
5.4.3.2 Temperatures on Stacked Die
We compare the temperatures on the individual die of the 4-die 3D processor. Figure 61 shows the
temperatures of the components on each of the four die on the 4-die 3D processor. From Figure 61,
we see that, for each functional block, the die that are further away from the heat sink have a
slightly higher temperature than the die that are closer to the heat sink. But the overall difference in
temperatures among the individual die themselves is not large suggesting that the die interfaces are
efficient at handling inter-die temperature.
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Figure 62: Maximum temperature increase with clock and leakage power modeling
5.4.3.3 Modeling Clock Power and Leakage Power
We add the clock power and the leakage power estimates to our processor power consumption data.
The Alpha processor is reported to dissipate 34% of the system power in the clock network [24].
Since our baseline processor is based on the Alpha processor core, we assign the clock power to
be 34% of the system power and correspondingly increase the power consumption of each of the
components in both the planar and the 3D processors. We model the leakage to be 15% of the
system power (65nm technology) based on the leakage power data in [130].
Figure 62 plots the temperature increase for the 3D-integrated processors over the planar pro-
cessor baseline after taking the system clock power and the leakage power into account. From Fig-
ure 62, the maximum temperatures on the 2-die and 4-die 3D implementations increase by 16.4
K and 32.2 K, respectively over the baseline planar processor. The increased temperatures on the
3D-integrated processors may require more aggressive cooling mechanisms [108], thus increasing
manufacturing costs.
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5.5 Summary of the 3D-Integrated Processors
In this chapter, we showed that the 3D-integrated processors provide simultaneous performance and
power benefits. We also showed that the benefits increase as we stack more die. Note that the
Alpha processors are traditionally considered speed demons and hence the frequency benefits of 2-
die-stacked and 4-die-stacked circuits may seem to be modest (∼10% and∼15% while increasing
the temperature by 12K and 26K respectively). The important thing to keep in mind is that we are
starting from an architecture that is designed and optimized for a conventional planar technology.
In Chapter 6, we describe our 3D-integrated processors based on the Intel Core microarchitec-
ture. In addition to evaluating the latency and power benefits due to wire reduction, we propose
microarchitectural techniques that target the switching activity which is another component in dy-
namic power. By effectively steering switching activity to enable more efficient heat removal, our
microarchitecture techniques are able to control thermals on the 3D-integrated processors.
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CHAPTER VI
THERMAL HERDING 3D-INTEGRATED PROCESSORS
6.1 Overview of This Chapter
We describe the 3D-integrated design of a planar dual-core high-performance processor. We pro-
pose several microarchitecture-level techniques to address the thermal challenge in 3D-integrated
processor cores. While we present a variety of methods, they can all be categorized under the
general theme ofThermal Herding. Thermal Herding techniques herd or steer the majority of the
processor’s switching activity to the die that is closest to the heat-sink. Our 3D/thermal-aware
microarchitecture contributions include a significance-partitioned datapath (frequently-switching,
lower-order 16-bits are placed on the die closest to the heat-sink), a 3D-aware instruction scheduler
allocation scheme, an address memoization approach for the load and store queues, a partial value
encoding for the L1 data cache, and a branch target buffer that exploits a form of frequent partial
value locality in target addresses.
We evaluate the performance, power, and temperature of our Thermal Herding 3D-integrated
processor. We demonstrate that our microarchitecture-level Thermal Herding techniques can effec-
tively control the power density and temperature issues in 3D-integrated processors. We show our
Thermal Herding 3D processors to have frequency, power and thermal advantages over the coarse-
grained 3D-integrated processors (refer to Figure 7(c) ).
We explore the design space involving performance, power, and temperature. We vary several
design and physical parameters of 3D-integrated processors and explore the impact of those param-
eters. In particular, we consider the impact of total power consumption, 3D die-to-die via density,
and stacked die thickness on 3D processors. We explore the impact of the 3D technology on dif-
ferent market segments (desktop versus servers) by experimenting with different power budgets.
We explore the impact of fabrication technology by varying the die-to-die via density and the die
thicknesses.
Overall, we show that it is possible to keep 3D thermals under control through a combination of
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Table 18: Circuit and microarchitecture parameters of the baseline processor.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Process technology 65 nm, 8M Copper, CMOS Inst Fetch Queue 16 entry
Core voltage 1.3 - 1.5 Volts Issue Max. 6/cycle
Pipeline 14 stage Integer 3 ALU
2 shifts
1 complex ALU
Fetch/Decode/Commit 4 instructions/cycle Floating Point 1 ALU
1 multiplier
1 divider/sqrt
Unified L2 cache 4MB, 16-way, 12-cycle Memory 1 Load/Store port
1 Load-only port
Instr/Data L1 caches 32KB, 8-way, 3-cycle Reorder buffer size 96 entries
Branch Predictor 10KB Bimodal/Local/Global Scheduler size 32 entries
hybrid
Branch Target Buffer/iBTB 2K/512-entry, 4-way LoadQ/StoreQ size 32/20 entries
Instr/Data TLBs 128/256-entry, 4-way Branch Mispred Latency Min. 14 cycles
reducing total processor power, local power density, and effective thermal resistance while simulta-
neously increasing performance by a significant amount. This performance, power and temperature
analysis of our final design 3D-integrated processor design provides further evidence in support of
our thesis that the 3D-integration provides simultaneous performance and power benefits to build
high-performance microprocessors, while keeping the worst-case temperature under control.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 introduces our planar, Thermal
Herding 3D, and coarse-grained 3D processor configurations. Section 6.3 explains the details of
our Thermal Herding microarchitecture techniques. Section 6.4 describes our evaluation framework
and technology assumptions for circuit latency, instructions per cycle (IPC) performance, power,
and temperature estimations. Section 6.5 presents our performance, power, and thermal results.
Section 6.6 summarizes our work and provides some concluding remarks.
6.2 Planar and 3D-Integrated Dual-Core Processors
6.2.1 Baseline Planar Processor
We model our baseline planar processor loosely based on the Intel Core microarchitecture [63, 62,
70, 126]. Table 18 lists the parameters, and Figure 63(a) shows our assumed floorplan for our
baseline planar dual core processor superposed on a die micrograph [63, 62, 126]. Based on our


























































Figure 63: (a) Floorplan for the baseline planar processor. (b) 4-die-stacked Thermal Herding
3D processor, and (c) 4-die-stacked coarse-grained 3D processor, (Not to scale)
6.2.2 4-Die-Stacked Thermal-Herding 3D Processor
For our Thermal Herding 3D processor, we make use of circuit-level partitioned components ex-
plained in Part II of this dissertation. Figure 63(b) shows the organization for our Thermal Herding
3D processor. The footprint is approximately one quarter of the baseline planar processor footprint
since the logic is distributed over four die. For our Thermal Herding 3D processor, the majority
of the layout is identical to the planar processor except for a∼4× footprint reduction due to the
partitioned implementation of individual circuit blocks on four die. We manually compacted the
floorplan to reduce empty regions (whitespace) and achieve tighter placement of the blocks. Our
Thermal Herding 3D processor is based on two concepts, namely significance-partitioned datapath
and datawidth prediction.
6.2.2.1 Significance-Partitioned Datapath
Past research has observed that many integer instructions use data that require only a few of their
lower order bits [23, 155]. In particular, many 64-bit integer values require only sixteen or fewer
bits to represent. Hence, we organize our datapath by assigning each sixteen bit slice of the datapath
to a separate die. We place the lower-order (most likely to switch) bits on the die that is closest to the
heat-sink. Our 3D microarchitecture partitions a majority of the data and control paths such that the
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communication between die is either completely eliminated or isolated to the periphery of modules
where space can be allocated for the d2d vias without impacting the critical paths within blocks. The
primary focus of this dissertation is the microarchitecture of the 3D-integrated processors, but it is
interesting to note that the microarchitecture design can also be used to address d2d communication
constraints.
6.2.2.2 Data width Prediction
Past research has observed that an instruction’s usage of low-width values is highly predictable [89,
40]. Hence, we make use of the instruction’s data width locality property to further save power. For
each instruction, the processor makes a prediction whether to use low-width (≤16-bit) or full-width
(>16 bits) values. Our scheme uses a simple program counter (PC)-indexed 2-bit saturating counter
predictor [40]. When the predictor predicts an instruction to be low-width but the data is actually
full-width, the result is anunsafemisprediction. An unsafe misprediction requires pipeline stalls
in relevant pipeline stages. The complementary case of ac nservativeor safe misprediction does
not cause pipeline stalls, but it is a missed opportunity to reduce processor switching activity and
save power. In order to exploit data width locality in the 3D-integrated processors, additional gating
circuitry is required to disable accesses to the die that store the unused portions of the datapath.
6.2.3 4-Die-Stacked Coarse-Grained 3D Processor
Figure 63(c) shows the organization of our coarse-grained 3D (CG-3D) processor. The coarse-
grained 3D configuration stacks the two planar cores on one die each, and the L2 cache banks
on two additional die. CG-3D can provide a reduced footprint benefit (due to stacking cache on
processor) and a small performance benefit (due to reduced wire lengths between the cores and
the stacked cache), but it does not fully exploit the benefits and flexibility of 3D-integration (i.e.,
the clock frequency and power consumption of the individual cores in the 3D implementation are
the same as in the planar implementation) Since CG-3D does not change the core clock speed, we
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Figure 64: Thermal Herding in register files: examples where (a) a low-width value requires
access to only the top die, and (b) a full-width value requires access to all four die.
6.3 Thermal-Herding Techniques for 3D Microarchitectures
This section describes ourThermal Herdingmicroarchitecture techniques to reduce the total power
consumption and the power density of the 3D processors while still maintaining the performance
benefits of the 3D integration. In the next few sections, we discuss some critical Thermal Herding
components of our 3D processor.
6.3.1 Register Files
We partition each 64-bit entry in the register file (RF) such that each word (16-bits) resides on a
separate die. This word-partitioned 3D register file organization reduces the access latency and the
dynamic power consumption [111]. We use widthpredictionto enable early determination of gating
control signals in advance of the actual register file access. On a predicted low-width instruction
(Figure 64(a) shows such an access for register R0), only the top die portion of the register file is
active. When we access only the top die, the power density is similar to that of a planar register
file, and the activity is isolated to the top die (adjacent to the heat-sink). In the case of a predicted
full-width access (R3 in Figure 64(b)), all four die are active.
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The top die (least-significant 16-bit-word slice) contains awidth memoizationbit for each RF
entry. The memoization bit indicates whether the remaining data-slices residing on the other three
die are non-zero values. The processor datapath tracks the actual widths of each of the register
values using the memoization bit. On reading the width memoization bit, the processor compares it
to the predicted width. If the width prediction is low and the actual width is full, then the processor
performs two actions: (1) it gates (stalls) the previous stages of the register file and enables the
logic on the remaining three die, and (2) it corrects the instruction’s width prediction to prevent any
further stalls in the rest of the pipeline.
In a superscalar processor, the register file provides operands for many instructions in parallel.
To maintain the program-order in the front-end, any register file stall due to an unsafe misprediction
prevents all later (in program order) instructions from dispatching to the out-of-order back-end of
the processor core. All instructions that suffer from unsafe mispredictions in agroupcan be serviced
in parallel in the next cycle, and therefore any group of instructions (those accessing the register file
in the same cycle) can induce at most one stall for the entire group regardless of whether one or all
of them had unsafe mispredictions.
Note that the register file latency impacts not only the number of cycles in the conventional
“branch mispredict detection” pipeline but also post-commit latencies such as those required to
copy the committed values from the physical register file to the architected register file.
6.3.2 Arithmetic Units
We choose a planar parallel-prefix tree-based integer adder and explain our Thermal Herding design
of the 3D integer adder; however, the concepts presented here can be extended to the design of other
arithmetic units. Figure 65 shows our 4-die implementation of the tree-based integer adder. In our
3D design, the portion of the adder that adds the lower order 16-bits resides on the top die closest to
the heat-sink. Our 3D-integrated adder compacts the physical placement of the upper levels of the
adder’s carry logic which contain the adder’s longest wires.
Even though the register file provides the memoization bit that indicates if an instruction’s
operands are low-width, a full-width prediction initiates access to the entire adder because two
low-width operands may generate a full-width result (e.g., adding two 16-bit values may result in
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Figure 65: Thermal Herding in an integer adder with the most active (lower order) placed on
the top die
a 17-bit sum). In the cycle prior to execution, a conventional processor can decide whether it can
clock gate (① in Figure 65) the higher-order bits of the adder and save dynamic power, by using
the information residing in the instruction scheduler. Figure 65-② shows the additional input to the
clock-gating logic to gate the bottom three die of our Thermal Herding 3D adder.
There are two possible unsafe width-misprediction scenarios. The first is a misprediction on
the instruction’s input operands. If the width-predictor predicts that the instruction has low-width
operands but its operands are actually full width, then the arithmetic unit is not fully enabled at the
start of the instruction’s execution. This requires a one cycle stall to re-enable the higher order bits
of the arithmetic unit. The second type of unsafe misprediction is on the output of the arithmetic
unit. In the case of output width misprediction, the width misprediction may not be known until
several cycles into the computation (for pipelined functional units) and so we force any instruction
with unsafe output width misprediction to re-execute. While these mispredictions can induce a
performance penalty, the accuracy of the width predictor prevents this from causing a significant
deterioration in the performance.
When our TH-3D adder operates on correctly predicted low-width values, our approach not
only reduces the total power but also maintains comparable power density as the planar adder. As
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Figure 66: (a) A planar bypass network with a register file path and two ALU outputs, and
(b) the equivalent 3D bypass network.
will benefit even more from the wire reduction [112]. Hence, our Thermal Herding 3D circuits are
simultaneously faster and lower power while having a similar power density profile as the planar
functional units when handling low-width values.
6.3.3 Bypass Network
We organize the bypass network using significance-partitioning with sixteen bits per die. Since the
unsafe mispredictions have already been handled by the arithmetic units, the bypass network does
not need additional circuitry to handle the width mispredictions. A correctly predicted low-width
output will cause only the drivers/wires on the top die to dissipate dynamic power. A full-width
output will cause activity on all die. In addition to the power density reduction due to Thermal
Herding, the wire-intensive nature of the bypass network allows for a substantial reduction in wire-
related area, latency and power. Figure 66(a) shows two ALUs and the bypass network. Figure 66(b)
shows the ALUs and the bypass implemented in a 4-die organization. Note that the dimensions of
both the width and height of the bypass network have been reduced to a quarter of their original
sizes.
6.3.4 Instruction Scheduler
We partition the instruction scheduler based on the RS entries, with one quarter of the entries placed
on each die [110]. Although there is a slight overhead to fan-out the tag broadcasts to all four die,
this organization greatly reduces the lengths of the broadcast buses which results in overall power
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and latency benefits. We combine this entry-partitioned (EP) scheduler organization (refer Chap-
ter 3) with a modified allocation algorithm that herds instructions toward the top die to keep the
active entries close to the heat-sink. If there are no available entries in the top die, then the allocator
starts allocating on the die that is next closest to the heat-sink. To further reduce power consump-
tion, the RS entries can make use of the allocator’s information regarding the occupancy of each
die. If there are no occupied RS entries on a given die, then the tag broadcast for that die can be
gated, leading to further power reductions.
6.3.5 Load and Store Queues
The data loaded from and stored to memory exhibit value-width properties similar to that of the
register values. As a result, we propose to significance-partition these queues similar to the main
datapath. This significance-partitioning provides the additional advantage that the values propagat-
ing between these structures already have their bits located on the appropriate die, avoiding the need
for extra d2d vias.
Load and store addresses are almost always full-width values. However, we observe that the
upper bits of the addresses do not frequently change. For example, loads and stores to and from the
stack are likely to have identical upper address bits. To exploit this phenomenom, we usepartial
address memoization(PAM). On the top die, we always broadcast the low-order 16-bits of a load or
store’s address. In addition, we broadcast an extra bit that indicates whether the remaining bits are
identical to those of the most recent store address. So long as there is sufficient locality in the types
of memory references (e.g., stack versus heap), our PAM approach will herd most of the address
broadcasts and comparisons to the top die. Our address memoization is inspired from instruction
scheduler tag memoization [132], although we use memoization in a different context to target 3D
power density.
6.3.6 Data Cache
The values in the data cache have similar data-width locality characteristics as the data values in the
register files. As a result, we organize the data arrays of the L1 data cache as significance-partitioned
3D circuits. On the prediction of a low-width load, the processor accesses only the top die. The
organization is analogous to the register file in that a small amount of extra state (memoization bits)
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on the top die provides fast detection of unsafe width mispredictions. On an unsafe misprediction,
we stall the pipeline. Since the tag match occurs in parallel with the misprediction detection, the
processor knows the set-associative way of the cache hit and therefore only needs to access a single
set-associative way when retrieving the remaining bits. A store in the commit stage already knows
its data-width, and therefore stores will not cause unsafe width mispredictions when writing to the
cache.
To increase the frequency of low-width values, we broaden the definition of a “low-width” value
for load and store instructions. Instead of storing a single width memoization bit, we store two bits
that encode the upper 48 bits. When the encoding bits are 00, that means the upper 48 bits are
all zeros; 01 means the bits are all ones (encodes negative numbers); 10 means the upper bits are
identical to the upper bits of the referencing address, which occurs when heap data structures store
pointers to other nearby objects [30]; 11 means the upper bits cannot be trivially encoded using our
2-bit scheme and should be read from the remaining three die. Previous work onfrequent value
locality [160] has observed that there are frequently occurring data values. When we can ignore the
lowest sixteen bits, the remainingpartial valueexhibits even stronger frequent value locality.
It is important to note that we only gate the bottom three die on a low-width predicted load or
store. For a fill from or a spill to the L2 cache, we do not have a corresponding width prediction.
Therefore, all spill/fill interactions between the L1 data cache and the L2 cache always access all
four die.
6.3.7 Front-End
Since the functional blocks of the front-end do not deal with data values, a data-centric approach
to activity partitioning may not be feasible here. Figure 67(a) shows a four-die 3D organization
of the processor front end. We implement the instruction cache (I$) and instruction translation
lookaside buffer (ITLB) using previously proposed 3D stacking organizations [109, 148] which
provide latency and power benefits, but there is no explicit Thermal Herding.
After instructions enter the decoding pipeline, they will not move between die until they dispatch
into the RS entries. We implement the register alias table (RAT) by placing the ports corresponding



































































IFQ - Instruction fetch queue
ITLB - Instruction Translation lookaside buffer
I$ - Instruction cache
PHT - Pattern history table
Figure 67: (a) 3D organization of the front-end pipeline components, (b) 3D register rename
intra-group dependency checking logic, (c) branch predictor saturating counter array parti-
tioned into two separate 3D sub-tables, and (d) Thermal Herding in the branch target buffer.
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located on the same die as the decoded instruction itself, thereby avoiding the need for additional
d2d vias (the two R’s and one W in Figure 67(a) show these RAT ports for the top die).
Having instructions located on different die forces the intra-group rename dependency checking
to use the d2d vias. However, we can partition the logic across multiple die to place more of the
activity closer to the top die. A given instruction in a rename group only needs to check whether one
of its input operands matches the output of a previous instruction in the same group. This implies
that the first instruction does not require any dependency checks, and the last instruction requires the
most checks. We place the instruction that requires the most register name comparisons on the top
die, thereby herding more of the switching activity to the top die as illustrated by the dependency
checking logic in Figure 67(b).
The last major parts of the front-end are the control-flow predictors. In particular, we consider
the branch direction predictor and the branch target buffers. For the branch direction predictor based
on two-bit saturating counters, we first partition the counters into two separate arrays: one array to
store the direction bit (msb) and another to store the hysteresis bit (lsb) [131]. We implement the
two arrays by partitioning them across two die each, as shown in Figure 67(c). The processor needs
the direction bit for making the initial prediction as well as during the update/training phase, while
the hysteresis bit is needed only during the update phase. Therefore, we place the more frequently
accessed direction-bit array on the top two die closer to the heat-sink.
For the branch target buffers (BTBs), we observe that most branch targets are located relatively
close to the originating branch itself. This is particularly true for PC-relative branch targets. Based
on this observation, we organize the BTBs like our data cache, where we store the low-order sixteen
bits on the top die along with one additionalt rget memoizationbit that indicates whether the bits
on the remaining three die should be accessed. The top of Figure 67(d) shows a target prediction
example (dashed lines) that reuses the higher order bits of the branch’s program counter (PC). The
target memoization bit causes the selection of the higher order PC bits. The bottom of Figure 67(d)
shows an example (solid lines) of the infrequent case where the target memoization bit is set to one.
In this case, we need to stall the prediction pipeline for one cycle to retrieve the most significant
bits from the remaining three die of the array. Similar to reading the higher order 48 bits of the
data cache, the BTB tag match in the first cycle enables the front-end to only access the single
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set-associative way that had a hit.
6.3.8 Thermal Herding Microarchitecture Summary
The majority of our 3D components make use of a compact 3D organization to reduce wires which
results in simultaneous latency and power reductions. When possible, we attempt to herd the switch-
ing activity to the die closest to the heat sink. We observed that 97% of all fetched instructions have
their widths correctly predicted, thereby avoiding any severe performance degradation due to our
microarchitectural Thermal Herding.
There are other 3D optimizations that yield IPC improvements. In particular, a 3D-integrated
L2 cache results in a significantly faster access time which can reduce the number of clock cycles
for an L2 access, even at a higher clock frequency. A variety of “global” signals may have shorter
wire lengths in a 3D implementation because each of the components now has a reduced footprint,
thereby compressing the overall processor floorplan. Some microarchitectures impose an extra
clock cycle to load values into floating point registers due to the extra distance required to route
from the cache to the floating point units [13, 157]. Another example is the extra pipeline stage(s)
that may be necessary to communicate the branch misprediction from the execution stage in the
back-end to the processor front-end [57]. The wire reduction due to the 3D-integarted circuits may
sufficiently reduce latencies to remove this extra cycle.
6.3.9 Design Space Exploration
In the design of complex systems such as processors, evaluating the impact of design and technology
parameters is important in order to come up with the optimal processor configuration [153] for the
target technology. In the context of the 3D processors, when we stack the circuits, design and
technology issues such as power density and leakage currents may become even more acute. As
transistor geometries shrink with technology scaling, worsening relative wire delays might increase
the performance and the power benefits of the 3D technology, but fabrication challenges such as
the d2d via deposition, wafer alignment and mechanical bonding may prove to be a bottleneck in
realizing the full potential of 3D-integration. In order to evaluate the impact of such technology
factors, we vary the design parameters and the circuit parameters and explore the design space of
the 3D-integrated processors. In particular, we consider the impact of total power consumption, 3D
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die-to-die via density, and stacked die thickness on the 3D processors.
6.3.9.1 Impact of Increasing Power Consumption
Processor companies often create different versions of a baseline design to cater to different market
segments. The different designs differ in their functionality (e.g., cache size, operating frequency),
power consumption, and cost price. For example, the Intel dual core processor’s desktop version
has a power budget starting from 65W while the server version has a power budget starting from
80W [63, 62, 70, 126]. We explore the thermal impact of the 3D technology on different market
segments (desktops versus servers) by experimenting with different power consumptions.
6.3.9.2 Impact of Technology Challenges
Some fabrication processes may pose challenges to the realization of the full potential of the 3D-
integration technology. We focus on two of those challenges, namely die-to-die via density and
wafer thinning process. Current die-to-die (d2d) via sizes are primarily limited by the accuracy
of aligning the wafers prior to bonding. It is quite possible that the scaling of the d2d via sizes
may not keep up with technology scaling, thereby increasing the size of the d2d vias relative to
transistors over time. Hence, depending on the fabrication process, the usage of such vias could be
limited to only non-critical path circuits to avoid performance degradation. We explore the impact
of fabrication technology on the thermal profiles by varying the die-to-die via density.
One of the key fabrication procedures in the 3D-integration is the wafer thinning as explained
in Section 1.3 of Chapter 1. We explore the effect on temperature, if the 3D die-stacks are not able
to achieve the aggressive∼10µm thickness due to future limitations of the fabrication processes.
6.4 Experimental Procedure
Our experimental analysis includes the quantification of performance in terms of clock frequency
improvement, IPC rates, power consumption, and the overall thermal impact.
We use HSpice to simulate the processor components and determine their latencies and energy
consumptions as explained in Part II.
For our processor configurations, we use SimpleScalar/MASE for the Alpha ISA [79, 6] to col-
lect the access statistics for individual components. We use a collection of 106 application traces
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including all benchmarks from SpecInt2000 and SpecFP2000 with the reference inputs, and a vari-
ety of programs from MediaBench [80], the Michigan embedded benchmarks [52], the Wisconsin
pointer-intensive benchmarks [7], assorted graphics programs from the SimpleScalar website (in-
cludes games such as Doom and Quake, ray-tracing, and mpeg and avi video playback), and the
BioBench [5] and BioPerf [8] bioinformatics benchmark suites. In all cases, we use SimPoint 2.0
to choose representative simulation points [107]. For each module, we compute the energy per
access based on our HSpice results, and combine it with the access factor of the module reported
by MASE, to calculate the total energy. We assume that the baseline planar processor dissipates
35% of its power in the clock network [24] and 20% in leakage. We assume that the clock network
footprint is reduced by14 since it is distributed across four die, but we conservatively reduce its
power consumption by12 for the 3D processor configurations. We assume that our 3D-integrated
processors do not reduce the leakage energy.
For our thermal analysis, we use HotSpot (version 3.0.2) from the University of Virginia [136]
as explained in Chapter 5. For the sake of temperature analysis, we assume that both the cores
run the same application. This may be conservative since this means the worst case benchmark is
running on both the cores at the same time.
6.5 Results
In this section, we present our experimental results to quantify the impact of our 3D Thermal Herd-
ing microarchitecture on performance, power, and temperature.
6.5.1 Performance
3D-integration can influence both the processor’s clock frequency as well as its IPC rates. In the
following sections, we discuss each of them in detail.
6.5.1.1 Clock Frequency
As discussed in Section 6.3, the 3D implementations of the processor’s components reduce the
wire-delay internal to those components. By 3D-integrating all of the processor’s critical paths, we
may be able to increase the overall clock frequency and gain more performance. Table 19 shows the
latencies of some of the processor’s components for both the planar and the 3D implementations.
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Table 19: Critical path latencies for several microprocessor blocks. We consider the Wakeup-
Select and the ALU-Bypass loops (in bold) to be the clock limiting paths.
Block/Path Latency
Name Planar (ps) 3D (ps) (% Reduction)
Wakeup+Select 347.8 235.3 32.4%
ALU+Bypass 641.8 410.9 36.0%
ROB/PRF 787.0 378.4 51.9%
Arch. RF 524.8 248.8 52.6%
L1 Cache 1019.5 707.9 30.6%
L2 Cache 4140.7 2008.7 51.5%
ITLB 663.1 369.9 44.2%
DTLB 788.8 504.6 36.0%
RAT 594.0 378.4 36.3%
Load Queue 345.8 253.1 26.8%
Previous work has identified the instruction scheduling logic (wakeup-select loop) and the arith-
metic unit and result bypass loops (highlighted in bold in Table 19) to be particularly important in
determining a processor’s maximum clock frequency [106]. While we recognize that reducing the
processor’s cycle time may require speeding up hundreds or thousands of critical timing paths, we
believe that these two fundamental loops are representative of the achievable speedups of a 3D mi-
croarchitecture. We observe a 32% improvement in the latency of the wakeup-select loop. This
benefit derives from the reduction in the wire length and wire loading of the wakeup logic’s tag
broadcast bus as well as the wire delay in the select logic. Our 3D word-partitioned datapath results
in a 36% latency improvement in theALU+Bypassloop. The adder only accounts for 3% out of the
36% benefit because our 3D-partitioned adder only reduces the wire delay of the last levels of the
carry logic. However, the compaction of the ALUs results in a substantial reduction in the distance
traversed by the bypass network. Overall, wire latency reduction translates into a 47.9% increase in
clock frequency, from 2.66 GHz to 3.94 GHz.
While we base our overall clock frequency on the two critical loops, Table 19 demonstrates
that the 3D-integration provides substantial latency improvements across a wide variety of other
components. As demonstrated in Chapter 2 and prior research on 3D SRAM designs [120, 148,
109, 95, 111], we observe that large components (caches, register files, TLBs) observe substantial
latency improvements. Most of these components can be fairly easily pipelined and therefore we do
not consider them as frequency limiters.
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It is important to understand that the clock frequency increase provided by our Thermal Herd-
ing 3D microarchitecture is directly from reducing the wire delay component of the cycle time,
whereas the conventional microarchitectural approach for increasing clock frequency is to increase
the number of pipeline stages. Adding more pipeline stages increases pipeline complexity (e.g.,
requiring more inter-stage bypassing) and it usually decreases IPC (e.g., needing aggressive specu-
lative scheduling).The frequency benefits of the 3D technology do not require changes to the overall
pipeline organization at the microarchitecture level. With careful design, 3D may be able toremove
pipeline stages as described in Section 6.3.8 of this chapter, thus providing a microarchitecturally
simpler pipeline organizationandhigher clock speeds.
To put this frequency benefit in perspective, we matched Intel Pentium 4 processor clock speeds
against the respective official SPEC score reporting dates1 and interpolated an average frequency
increase of 17% per Moore’s Law generation (18 months), which extrapolates to∼37% for two
generations. A four-die stack provides the device density of two technology generations into the
future, and our result of a∼33% frequency boost indicates that the 3D-integration can provide the
same approximate level of speed increase as the traditional technology scaling. This comparison
provides a useful “order-of-magnitude” comparison and demonstrates that the 3D-integration tech-
nology can match the frequency benefits of a conventional planar technology that is two generations
into the future.
6.5.1.2 IPC and Overall Performance
Different features of our Thermal Herding 3D (TH-3D) microarchitecture affect overall IPC in
different ways. For example, our TH-3D processor can improve IPC by reducing the pipeline depth
and reducing the L2 latency in clock cycles (in addition to the frequency increase). However, our
Thermal Herding microarchitecture can reduce IPC rates due to the different width-misprediction
related stalls and increases in the average number ofcyclesto access main memory due to the
frequency increase.
We explore various configurations to better understand the performance benefits and the IPC
impact. Figure 68 shows the geometric mean IPC rates for each of our benchmark classes, and























































Figure 68: IPC results of the planar and the 3D processors. M-of-M is the “mean of means”
(geometric mean across all benchmark groups).
the overall mean of the per-group means (M-of-M).Base is the baseline (2.66 GHz) planar pro-
cessor,TH applies the data-width prediction technique andPipe applies the pipeline optimizations
described earlier in Section 6.3. For bothTH andPipe, we do not change the clock frequency to
isolate the IPC impact directly attributable to these changes. TheFast configuration is microar-
chitecturally identical to the baseline planar processor, but the higher clock frequency (3.94 GHz)
increases the average number of cycles to access main memory which in turn decreases IPC. Finally,
the IPC rates for3D are for our 3D Thermal Herding processor that simultaneously accounts for the
impact of our Thermal Herding, pipeline optimizations, and increased clock frequency.
Overall, the pipeline reduction benefits slightly outweigh the effects of width mispredictions
and the higher clock speed, and provides a small IPC benefit. However, overall performance is
determined by both IPC rates and the clock frequency. Figure 69(a) shows the overall perfor-








































































































Figure 69: Performance impact of our Thermal Herding 3D techniques (a) throughput in
instructions per nanosecond, and (b) overall performance speedup. M-of-M is the “mean of
means”.
shows the relative performance speedup over the baseline. Because the pipeline optimizations can-
cel out the IPC degradation of increased clock speeds, performance tends to scale directly with
the overall frequency improvement of our 3D processor. Performance improvements ranged from
7% (mcf/SPECInt2000) to 65% (crafty/SPECInt2000) and 77% (patricia/MiBench). Except for
SPECFP2000, all of the other benchmark groups exhibit 49.4% to 51.5% mean performance im-
provements. Our 3D processor provides only a 29.5% benefit for SPECFP2000 because these
benchmarks have a large number of accesses to the main memory, and our 3D processor has not
reduced the latency (in seconds) of DRAM accesses. One could potentially use 3D-integration
to further stack DRAM on top of our already 3D-stacked processor to help reduce main memory
latency [88].
6.5.2 Power Consumption
Column I in Table 20 lists five benchmarks that consume the most power among all benchmark
suites and Column II shows the respective power consumption of those benchmarks. The power
consumption reflects the frequency of access and the switching activity of various components in
the processor. Column III in Table 20 shows the power consumed by our Thermal Herding 3D pro-
cessor. Our Thermal Herding 3D processor provides overall power reduction in two ways: first, the
significance-partitioned 3D implementation of the processor components substantially reduces the
amount of wires in these components; second, data-width-locality based prediction scheme allows
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Table 20: Most power-consuming benchmarks on our planar baseline, and the corresponding
power consumed by our Thermal Herding 3D processors
Benchmark Planar Thermal Herding Thermal Herding
power (W) power (W) %
mpeg2encode-matrix 90.1 64.3 28.6
susan-smoothing 85.9 60.0 30.2
clustalw 81.5 61.4 24.7
phylip-dnapenny 80.2 59.6 25.7
adpcm-dec 80.2 57.0 28.9
Figure 70: Power consumption distribution (Mpeg2 encoding/MediaBench) of the (a) baseline
planar processor, and (b) our Thermal Herding 3D processor.
our TH-3D processor to sometimes reduce approximately 75% of a component’s switching activ-
ity. However, when we increase clock frequency to improve performance, we also increase power.
Note that our Thermal Herding 3D processor provides∼28% average power saving compared to
the planar processor.
For the baseline planar processor, the Mpeg2 encoding benchmark from the MediaBench suite [80]
resulted in the highest power consumption of 90.1W. Since the coarse-grained 3D (CG-3D) proces-
sor does not take advantage of the 3D technology to either increase the clock frequency of the cores
or reduce their power consumptions, it dissipates a similar amount of power as the planar processor
for each of the benchmarks. Despite the frequency increase, our Thermal Herding 3D microarchi-
tecture aggressively reduces wires and herds the switching activity, resulting in a power reduction
from 90.1W to 64.3W. Note that our Thermal Herding 3D processor consumes less power than the
planar processor even while running at a higher frequency because it reduces the overall wire-related
resistance and capacitance at the level of individual modules as well as between the modules. In
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fact, if the 3D processor were to be operate at the same frequency as the planar processor, we can
gain additional power benefits. The total power saving for our TH-3D processor over the planar
baseline ranges from 15.0% (Yacr2 benchmark from the pointer applications [7]) to 30.2% (Susan
image processing benchmark applying a smoothing filter from MiBench [52]) depending on the
characteristics of the application. Applications such as Yacr2 are memory-intensive and thus derive
less benefit from our TH-3D processors. Image processing applications are computation-intensive
and thus derive larger benefit from our Thermal Herding 3D processors. In the rest of the results
section, we report the peak temperatures based on the benchmarks listed in Table 20.
Figure 70(a) shows the power distribution for the Mpeg2 encoder application, running on each of
the two processor cores (90.1W total). Each of the two planar cores consumes 39W and the L2 cache
consumes 12.1W of power. Figure 70(b) shows the power distribution for our Thermal Herding 3D
processor. Note that our Thermal Herding 3D processor provides a large power benefit in the L2
cache (from 12.1W to 5.5W) due to the extensive wire-reduction in the gigantic L2 structure by
the 3D circuit partitioning. Note that most of the saving is from the significance-partitioning of
the L2 cache, since there is no data-width locality based gating in the L2 cache. Each of the cores
experience a reduction in power from 39.0W each to 29.4W each. The saving in each of the cores
is due to both significance-partitioning and correctly predicted low-width accesses on the datapath.
Figure 71(a) shows the percentage of accesses that were low-width and full-width for several
microarchitectural blocks. Each low-width access consumes less total power and isolates the power
to the top die (or the top two die in the case of the branch predictor lookup). Except for the branch
target buffer (BTB) addresses and the store queue (SQ) addresses, the general trend is that approx-
imately one half of all activity requires accessing only the top die. Figure 71(b) shows the activity
breakdown for some of the blocks that are partitioned based on instructions rather than data. For the
decoder and the register alias table (RAT) in the frontend, Thermal Herding provides only a slight
shift in the distribution toward the top die. However for the reservation station (RS) entries in the
back-end, the top-die-first allocation policy is able to keep one third of all RS tag broadcasts and
comparisons corralled to the top die, and limit the bottom die activity to about 15% (compared to
an expected 25% if instructions were uniformly distributed across all four die). The combination of

























































Figure 71: (a) Distribution of full-width versus low-width accesses of various components, and
(b) per-die distribution of activity.
thermals in a 3D processor. Li et al. [83] describe how reducing total power can have a substantial
effect on reducing chip temperature.
6.5.3 Temperature
The 3D-integrated processor can potentially suffer from thermal challenges due to the stacking of
devices as well as the fact that there is less contact with the heat spreader/heat-sink surface for
removing heat from the processor.
Figure 72(a-b) shows the thermal maps for the applications that induced the worst-case tempera-
tures among our 106 application traces. Different applications were responsible for these worst-case
scenarios (Mpeg2 for planar; Yacr2 for Thermal Herding). Figure 72 includes annotations for the
locations and magnitudes of some notable hotspots, with the worst-case hotspot marked by a box
around the temperature. Figure 72(a) shows the baseline planar processor, which has a peak tem-
perature of 360K located at the instruction scheduling logic (RS entries). Figure 72(b) shows our
Thermal Herding 3D processor which has the hottest spot at 372K in the data cache area (only
12K increase from the planar baseline). Since Yacr2 is a memory-intensive application, the high
frequency of data cache accesses combined with additional cache accesses to handle width mispre-
dictions causes the data cache to become the hottest spot.
The overall worst-case temperatures determine the cooling requirements for the system design.










































Figure 72: Worst-case thermal plots of (a) the baseline planar processor, and (b) the Ther-
mal Herding 3D processor. (c-d) Thermal plots of the planar and the Thermal Herding 3D
processors for the Susan benchmark from MiBench. Boxes indicate hottest blocks.
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single benchmark. Figure 72(c-d) shows the same processor configurations, except that each one is
now running the same application. For several components, our Thermal Herding techniques pro-
vide a substantial reduction in the temperatures. This is largely due to the overall power benefit from
our Thermal Herding techniques. In fact, we observed some components in our Thermal Herding
3D processor to have a lower local temperature than the baseline planar processor. For example,
the reorder buffer (ROB) which contains the physical registers exhibits a large number of low-width
accesses (approximately 5× (2×) more low-width reads (writes) than full-width reads (writes)), re-
sulting in 44% of the ROB’s power being isolated to the top die. The net result is a 5K temperature
reduction for the ROB over the planar baseline. Note that Black et al. [13] have demonstrated that
we can further reduce the temperature by converting a small part of our performance gains into
power benefit.
6.5.4 Design Space Exploration
6.5.4.1 Impact of Increasing Power
We investigate the 3D-integration benefits for different processor market segments, (e.g., desktop
versus server implementations of the processor) by varying the total power consumption. We in-
crease the total power consumption from 90W to 150W as shown in Table 21 and report the worst
case temperatures across all our benchmarks.
As the total power increases from 90W to 150W, the peak temperature on the planar processor
rises from 359.9 K to 391.2 K, an increase of 31.3 K. In case of the TH-3D (CG-3D) processor,
the peak temperature increases by 39.4 K (47.7 K). Most of the temperature increase in the 3D
processors is due to a combination of increased thermal resistances (die further from the heat sink)
and reduced area of contact with the heat sink.
Overall, the thermal trends of our 3D processors remain similar to that of the planar processor.
This shows that the 3D processor benefits scale favorably with increasing power budgets and do not
worsen, in comparison to the planar processors.
As the functionality increases, the peak temperatures of both the coarse-grained 3D (CG-3D)
processor and our Thermal Herding 3D (TH-3D) processor increase faster than those of the planar
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Table 21: Total power consumption versus peak temperature
Total Power Planar CG-3D TH-3D
(W) peak temperature (K) peak temperature (K) peak temperature (K)
90 359.9 384.8 372.3
100 365.2 392.8 378.8
120 375.6 408.6 392.0
150 391.2 432.5 411.7
processor. The temperature degradation is higher in the 3D-integrated processors due to the increas-
ing power density and reduced surface area for heat sink contact as compared to the planar processor.
Both the CG-3D processor and the TH-3D processor experience increased temperatures due to the
stacking of actively switching circuits right on top of each other. However, our TH-3D processor
does not experience as high a temperature increase as the CG-3D processor due to the power ben-
efit. Note that the CG-3D processor does not derive power benefit from the 3D-integration due to
stacking planar components on top of each other. The peak temperature on our TH-3D processor
is atleast+12K less than the peak temperature on the corresponding CG-3D processor and the dif-
ference keeps increasing with higher power configurations. Our Thermal Herding 3D processor
achieves better thermal profiles than the CG-3D processor in addition to significant improvements
in both the performance and the power.
To understand the interaction between the 3D-integration and the temperature, we performed
thermal analysis of a 3D processor that runs at the higher 3D frequency (3.94 GHz) but does not
provide energy benefits. Note that this 3D configuration mimics a high increase in the power density
due to both increased frequency and power. The worst case temperature increased to 418K (+58
degrees over the baseline planar processor). Our 3D processors are not as hot due to the decrease in
thetotal power consumption, which provides a large relief to the increase in the power density.
6.5.4.2 Impact of D2D Via Density
We consider the via density of the d2d vias and their potential impact on the peak temperature.
Table 22 shows the effect of decreasing the via density from fully populated (100%) d2d vias to
one quarter (25%) of the via density. As can be seen from Table 22, the peak temperature on either
the CG-3D or the TH-3D does not vary much, except for the CG-3D temperature being consistently
higher by about 12 K compared to the TH-3D temperature. The d2d vias are required to bond the
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Table 22: Density of d2d vias versus peak temperature (original 3D-integrated processors
assume fully-populated via density)
Configuration 100% populated 75% populated 50% populated 25% populated
CG-3D 384.8 384.9 385.0 385.2
TH-3D 372.3 372.4 372.6 372.9
Table 23: Die thinning versus peak temperature (original 3D-integrated processors have a
die-thickness of 9µm)
Die thickness CG-3D TH-3D





die together and hence need to be populated to the maximum extent.
6.5.4.3 Impact of Wafer Thinning
One of the key manufacturing procedures in 3D fabrication is the wafer thinning process explained
in Section 1.3 of Chapter 1. We explore the effect on temperature, if the 3D die-stacks are not
able to achieve the 9µm thickness due to fabrication process limitations in the future. Table 23
shows the peak temperatures for thicker die on the 3D-stack with thicknesses ranging from 9µm
to 72µm at the d2d interfaces. As the die thickness increases, we observe a slight reduction in the
worst-case temperatures (measured across all benchmarks). Even though a thicker die increases the
thermal resistance on the path from the die to the heat-sink, it also increases the distance between
the stacked devices in the vertical dimension and hence alleviates some power density issues. How-
ever, increasing die thicknesses have other implications in terms of increasing the d2d via latency
and hence reducing the performance benefits. Overall we observe a slight reduction in the peak
temperatures for increasing die thicknesses. Since the temperature impact is within a few degrees
for the thinner wafers as compared to the thicker wafers, it is advisable to thin the wafers to the
maximum possible extent to obtain the maximum performance.
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6.6 Summary of the Thermal Herding 3D-Integrated Processors
The 3D-integration technology has the ability to increase transistor density and perhaps extend
Moore’s Law for a few more technology generations. Through detailed circuit analysis, we demon-
strated that conventional high-performance processors implemented in the 3D-integration technol-
ogy can provide simultaneous benefits in latency and power, resulting in substantial performance
benefits. We demonstrated that our microarchitecture-level techniques can control power density
and mitigate 3D thermal issues. The 3D-integration technology provides more performance for less
power, thereby providing excellent performance-per-Watt ratios. We showed our Thermal Herd-
ing 3D processors to have frequency, power and thermal advantages over the coarse-grained 3D
processors. We explored the impact of various parameters such as total power, die thickness, and
via density on the peak temperature of the chip. We demonstrated that the temperatures on the
3D-integrated processors can be effectively controlled using microarchitectural techniques.
In this dissertation, we have demonstrated that the 3D-integrated high-performance micro-
processors can provide significant value. However, at the heart of this study lies a conventional
ROB/RS-based microarchitecture originally designed for a planar fabrication technology.
Other non-traditional architectures such as TRIPS [127] or WaveScalar [143] may also be inter-
esting candidates for 3D implementations. Apart from adapting conventional microarchitectures to
a 3D-technology, designing a new processor from the ground-up to exploit the 3D technology may
provide even greater performance and power benefits. A new microarchitecture designed from the
ground up with the 3D-integration in mind may be much more effective at exploiting the strengths
of the 3D-integration.
There are many possibilities for 3D-integrated processor design and there is a great need for




The 3D-integration technology has the potential to simultaneously address many of the challenges
faced by the semiconductor industry. By placing the microprocessor circuits in stacked layers and
providing vertical connectivity with short interconnects, the 3D-integration technology greatly re-
duces wire lengths, and the resulting delay and power consumption.
We proposed 3D-integrated designs of various microprocessor components, such as caches,
register files, instruction schedulers, and arithmetic units, based on partitioning the logic and/or the
wiring. We proposed designs of high-performance 3D-integrated microprocessors and evaluated
the impact on frequency, power, and temperature. 3D-integrated microprocessor designs based on
the Alpha 21364 processor demonstrated two different approaches to improve performance (im-
proved speed and improved functionality). 3D-integrated microprocessor designs based on the Intel
Core microarchitecture proposed microarchitectural techniques to address the challenges of power
density and mitigate the temperatures.
In this dissertation, we have demonstrated that the 3D-integrated high-performance micropro-
cessors can provide significant value. Our experimental analysis of performance, power and temper-
ature of 3D-integrated circuits has provided evidence in support of our thesis that the 3D-integration
provides simultaneous performance and power benefits to build high-performance microprocessors,
while keeping the worst-case temperature under control. The simultaneous benefits in multiple
objectives makes the 3D-integration a highly desirable technology for use in designing future high-
performance processors. One of the key contributions of this dissertation is the temperature analysis
that shows that the worst-case temperature on the 3D-integrated processors can be effectively con-
trolled with microarchitectural techniques.
Small footprints and power reductions offered by the 3D-integration technology can give rise to
more functional and stylishly-sleek products such as cellphones and PDAs in the embedded industry.
Various 3D-integration approaches may be combined with each other to offer flexible heterogeneous
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integration and/or higher functionality. From the perspective of the embedded industry, the 3D-
integration technology can be viewed as an enabler for increased integration, lower power, and
smaller form factors.
3D-integration also provides faster operating speeds and higher bandwidths than the current
technology generations. From the perspective of the high-performance processor industry, 3D-
technology can be viewed as a means of breaking the processor-memory wall. With the rapid
proliferation of the multi-core processors, interconnects will become crucial in deciding the perfor-
mance of the multi-core systems, thus increasing the value and the inevitability of the 3D-integration
technology.
Some of the prerequisites for the widespread deployment of the 3D technology include design
automation tool support and design flows, yield analysis of high-volume manufacturing processes,
and economic feasibility of the additional manufacturing steps. The 3D-integration technology may
extend the applicability of Moore’s law for a few more technology generations. We believe that this
is just the beginning of the 3D revolution.
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APPENDIX A
ELECTRIC MODELS OF TRANSISTORS AND WIRES
Figure 73(a) shows a logic gate driving a fanout load through an interconnect. Figure 73(b) shows
the corresponding circuit abstraction, that models the driver driving the fanout gate through the
interconnect. The driving gate is represented as a voltage source with an output resistanceRtr. Th
interconnect is represented as a distributed RC line, with r and c as resistance and capacitance per
unit length and l as the length of the wire. The fanout gate is represented as a lumped capacitance
CL. Using the Sakurai model [149], the overall delay, D is given by Equation 4. From Equation 4,
we can see that the interconnect RC delay dominates for long interconnections due to the quadratic
dependence of the delay on the length l of the interconnect. Long interconnections are usually
avoided by inserting repeaters to eliminate the quadratic length dependence and to regenerate the
signal.
D = 0.4(r × c× l2) + 0.7(Rtr × CL + Rtr × c× l + CL × r × l) (4)
Figure 74(a) identifies the physical dimensions of two adjacent interconnects, namely, length l,
thickness t, and width w, and describes the calculation of the interconnect resistance R. Figure 74(b)
identifies the dimensions of three adjacent interconnect layers and identifies the sources of the in-
terconnect capacitance C.
With technology scaling, width w of the interconnect scales down with the technology factor.
(a) (b)
Driver LoadWire
Rtr r × l c× l
CL
















R = ρ× l / (t × w)
C = Ctop + Cbottom + 2×Cadjacent
Figure 74: Interconnect layer model.
The interconnect resistance is inversely proportional to the width, hence, scaling of the interconnect
width makes the resistance R larger. Another effect of the technology scaling is decreased spacing d
between the interconnects and, therefore, increased coupling capacitance. The coupling capacitance
adds to the interconnect capacitance C, and increases cross-talk between the coupled interconnect
lines.
Overall, as the feature size is scaled down, the interconnect RC-delay does not scale with feature
size. As a result, while transistor sizes and speeds continue to improve, the interconnect delay
contribution becomes a significant component of the overall delay.
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APPENDIX B
DYNAMIC AND STATIC POWER CONSUMPTION
B.1 Dynamic Power Consumption
The total dynamic power dissipationPdyn of an integrated circuit is calculated using Equation 5,
where C is the total capacitance, V is the supply voltage, f is the frequency of operation, andα is
the activity factor.
Increased number of actively switching transistors, increased wiring complexity, and a higher





B.2 Static Power Consumption
The total static power dissipationPstat of an integrated circuit is calculated using Equation 6.
Pstat =
∑
V × Ilkg (6)
With each technology scaling, the supply voltage has to be scaled down to maintain constant
electric field from one generation of integrated circuit devices to the next in order to maintain
the performance improvement. The reducing supply voltages require a corresponding reduction
in threshold voltages. This decrease in the threshold voltage results in an exponential increase in the
subthreshold leakage current. Leakage power has already become comparable to dynamic power,
and it is projected to dominate the total chip power in nanometer scale technologies. As a result, the
total power consumption of the integrated circuits has been increasing rapidly, making power to be
a major concern in modern design.
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